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HAPPY HALLOWEEN
Celebrate Halloween by
dressing up your favorite
Harding personalities.
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Sophomore '
publishes
first book

College of Pharmacy
receives $30,000
Walgreens donation

Wi de open spaces

'Dear Battered
Heart' a tale of
recovery after loss

By KIM KOKERNOT
assistant news editor

By HUNTER MITCHELL
business manager

Much too often, we are the
victims of tragic accidents and
devastating losses. And much
more often, we conclude from
these terrible experiences that
God, in all His mercy and love,
is either blind or absent.
A year and a half ago on
May 4, 2007, Kayla Adsit died
in a car accident. Sarah Kyle
lost h er best friend. This past
summer and one year later, Kyle
confronted her loss head-on in
her recently published book,
"D ear Battered Heart."
"I wasn't really prepared for
it to get published," Kyle said.
"Parts of it are my own personal
diary now there for the world
to see."
Kyle's book tells the story of
Kate Sheridan, whose friend
Marie dies in a tragic accident.
Overwhelmed with grief, Kate
turns her back on her friends,
family and God and finds comfort only in her blog, under the
alias "Battered Heart." As Kate
bares her soul in her writing,
a stranger reads the posts and
reaches out to Kate to offer
comfort and compassion and
- remind Kat e that God waits
with arms wide open.
"Last spring break was the one
year anniversary of the death of
my friend," Kyle said.
The story is heavily based on
her personal experiences, as well
as those of friends and family,
Kyle said. She uses the story to
address many struggles men and
women face, including broken
relationships and heartbreaking losses and writes about the
comfort found in friends, family
and, most importantly, God.
Kyle spent the summerworlcing
as a cashier and spending every
garnered free minute writing
down thoughts for her book.
Napkins became note pads as
she fleshed out her story in a
frenzied three weeks. Hoping
to get the story critiqued, she
sent it to Comfort Publishing
in North Carolina. They told her
she needed to publish.
see BOOK page 3a
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Junior Rachel Filbeck sings a song from the homecoming production of the musical "Oklahoma!"
The musical ran Friday and Saturday nights as part of the Homecoming festivities.

Walgreens donated S30,000
to the newly established College
of Pharmacy last Thursday, the
largest amount of money ever
donated for Harding student
laboratories.
The funding will be used to
help establish a compounding
laboratory where students will
learn the fundamentals ofmaking
pharmaceuticals.
Walgrcens, the nation's
largest retail pharmacy chain,
is known for making contributions to pharmacy programs
across the country; in the past
year, their donations to student
pharmacists totaled more than
S9 million.
Their response and interest in
assisting the pharmacy program on
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with students and profos.'iOrs.
"They have more interaction
with the school and can give us
direction as to what thev think is
important in tr.iininga p!Unnacist,"
College of Pharmacy Dean Julie
Hixson Wallace said. "Jt opens
up dialogue and has more of a
direct benefit to them in that
they can tell us what's important
for future employees."
But Walgreens'involvement
with the school extends past
their recent gift. A repre:-.entative for the company attended
the dedication of the Center
for Health Sciences and visits
campus regularly.
"They maintain very close
relationships and kerp up with
what's going on here and do
respond," I Iixson-\V;1JI.m: said.
"lhey've offered to sponsor other
things in the fi1tJre, likc
see PHARMACY page 3a

Campus shooting creates unease, tension
By CARA GUGLIELMON

The university's Web site
also said UCA freshman Ryan
Henderson, 18, of Little Rock
A school shooting's tragedy and sophomore Chavares Block,
struck close to Harding Uni- 19, of Dermott lost their lives
versity for three individuals, in the 9: 19 p.m. shooting, and
along with their friends and Martrevis Norman of Blyfamily members, Sunday at the theville, not a UCA student,
University of Central Arkan- was injured.
Many students and individuals
sas when two UCA students
were fatally shot and another connected with Harding Uniindividual, not a student at the versity also h ave connections
school, was wounded, according to UCA.
to the school's Web site.
Junior Tracey Metzger atAccording to the Associated tended UCA for two semesters
Press, prosecutors have charged before transferring to Harding.
four men with two counts of Although she didn't know the
capital murder each, along with victims, she said she had been
one count each of attempted worried about others she knew
capital murder and multiple there when she first h eard the
other charges related to the news.
AP photo by JOE LAMB
"First I was kind of worried Conway and University of Central Arkansas police officers investigate the scene of a shooting on the campus
shooting of the three individuals who may not have been the and wanted to know the names of of UCA in Conway, Ark., late Sunday, Oct. 26. Police said two were killed in the shooting and one wounded.
the people because I didn't know
gunmen's targets.
The four suspects, Kawin if it was anybody that I knew," Christian atmosphere" a nd college of business, said he first it all: is it .1 random craziness
Brockman, 19, of Conway, she said. "And then after I was Harding's smaller numbers, h eard about the shooting on thing like at Virginia Tech, is it a
Kelcey Perry, 19, of Morrilton, just kind ofreally glad that I don't but also because of Harding the radio while driving to his gang thing? [UCA isJ in general
Mario Toney, 20, of Little go there anymore. It shocked Public Safety's efforts to provide other job at Acxiom Monday a very safe campus."
fu a concerned father, he said
Rock and Brandon Wade, me. I didn't expect something a secure campus at night with morning.
"My first thought of course "you always sort of think about
20, of Lake Village are being like that. Even when I was there golf cart rides.
As a former adjunct instructor was wondering whether any of the randomness of it" though
held at Faulkner County Jail ... I never expected something
for Harding's Master in Business my students [had been] involved his college-age children do not
without bond until a planned like that to happen."
Despite the proximity of Administration program and in any way,"the Conway resident attend UCA.
pre-trial h earing J a n . 8 and
The university has communihave pleaded innocent to the the shooting, M e t zger sa id with a daughter who attends said. "Thankfully, not on either
murder charges, according to she feels "a lot safer at Hard- Harding, Michael Cross, now side. Probably the next thing cated efficiently with faculty
•ee UCA page 3a
ing," in part because of "the an adjunct instructor at UCA's comes to mind is what's behind
the Arkansas News Bureau.
copy editor

Students, community involved in
Class study surveys
candidate preference
within Harding
By BLAKE MATH EWS
news editor

photo special to The Bison
White County citizens wait in line to vote Wednesday at the courthouse
in downtown Searcy. According to courthouse workers, more than 700
people have voted each weekday since early voting began Oct. 20.
~.

The historic 2008 presidential
race comes to an end Tuesday,
when voters at Harding and
across the country will head
to the polls and pick the 44th
president of the United States.
Sen.John M cCain, the Republican candidate, and Sen.
Barack Obama, the Democratic
candidate, have spent the past
few months bolstering supporters and trading barbs. With a
volatile world economy bubbling behind the scenes, voter
interest is at its highest level
in decades. The Center for the
Study ofthe American Electorate
has predicted that 60.4 to 62.9
percent of eligible voters will
cast a ballot by Nov. 4.
M ajor polling organizations
have all placed Obama ahead
of McCain as Election Day
approaches, but his lead has
shrunk in the past week from a
high of 12 percentage points to

7. As oflhursday, 50 percent of
likely voters said they supported
Obama, compared to 43 percent
for McCain.
"Those polls have consistently
shown me much further behind
than we actually are,"McCain said
during an interview with NBC's
Tom Brokaw last Sunday.
However, results from early
voting seem to agree with the
polls. The Wall Street Journal
reported on W ednesday that,
out of the 10 states that include
party affiliation in their early
voting reports, all 10 have seen
larger numbers of Democrats
than Republicans show up to
vote.
Thirty- two states allow
residents to vote before Election
Day without an excuse, and only
four states do not allow any form
of early voting. According to a
W eb site run by G eorge Mason
University professor Michael
M cDonald, more than 17 million ballots had been cast as of
W ednesday.
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election

Prealdentlal Candidate Choice
Among Harding Student Body

-

At Ha rding, Dr. Steven
Breezeel decided to use the
election year to teach his Parties
and Elections class a lesson in
polling. Breczeel worked with the
students to design a survey that
would determine how students
planned to vote. Each member
of the class was given a stack of
surveys and assigned a specific
part of the campus to poll.
The class was able to reach
around 1,900 ofthe approximately
4,000 undergraduate students
living on campus, which Breezeel
said was upretty outstanding."
"If you go through and you
start looking at some of the professional polling organizations,
they're polling an entire state and
having a [sample size] of five or

six hundred," he said.
The project's final tally
showed 75.6 percent of Harding
students supporting McCain,
while 17.4 percent went for
Obama; 5.3 percent said they
were undecided or supported a
different candidate.
Junior Chns Berry, president
of the College Democrats at
Harding, said he wasn't surprised by the overwhelming
support for 1\1cCain on campu,.
He attributes the figures to
Harding's large population of
white, evangelical Chri~tians, a
recognized category ofroters who
still remains solidly in McCain's
corner nationally.
"I think a lot of students at
see ELECTION page 3a
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Sen. Stevens runs
despite conviction
Ted Stevens, the Alaskan senator who made
nationwide news this
week after he was found
guilty of criminal ethical
violations, returned to his
home state Wednesday
night to begin campaigning for his reelection.
Stevens maintained his
innocence in front of a crowd of hundreds of supporters, saying that the conviction handed down by
the Washington, D.C. court would be overturned.
One supporter in the crowd was reported to have a
sign saying "Alaska Decides, Not D.C."
The Republican senator was charged with failing
to report $250,000 in gifts from oil companies
and friends. Presidential candidate John McCain
and his running mate Sarah Palin have joined a
growing number of Republicans in Congress calling
for Stevens to step down. But the veteran senator
seems dead-set on running for a seventh consecutive term.
He will be running against Democrat Mark
Begich, the mayor of Anchorage, AK. Senate
Republican leader Mitch McConnell has said that,
if Stevens manages to win reelection and is not
acquitted, the Senate will vote to expel him.

Good Samaritan buys
home for stranger
After purchasing a foreclosed home in Dallas,
Texas, in auction on Saturday, Marilyn Mock gave
it to a stranger - the original owner, Tracy Orr.
Mock spoke to a sobbing Orr at the auction,
and immediately decided to buy the home back
for her at a price of $30,000. Once the deal is
final, Orr has vowed to make payments to Mock,
who attended the auction to help her 27-year-old
son bid on a house.
In 2004, Orr purchased the house for
$80,000 but lost her job a month after getting a
loan. When she fell behind on payments, she lost
the house.

Delta Air Lines buys out
Northwest
In a $2.6 billion merger, Delta Air Lines bought
rival Northwest Airlines
Inc to create the world's
biggest airline.
This move provides
Delta with more flexibility
in order to adapt with the current economic instabilities. It is now an international powerhouse, serving
375 cities worldwide. This provides customers with
scheduling and pricing that can not be matched by
many companies.
As Delta works to expand overseas, the company hopes to absorb the well-established Northwest
connection in Asia.
Some experts fear that this fusion of companies
may cause merger fever, but analysts say that fuel
prices must stabilize before airlines will be able to
follow suit.

Fatalities rising in
vehicle-animal collisions
The number of fatalities that involve vehicle collisions with deer and other animals is over twice as
high as it was 15 years ago, according to a recent
study.
The Highway Loss Data Institute and the Insurance Institute for Highway Safety issued the report
that stated that 223 people were killed in animalvehicle crashes in the past year, compared to 101
in 1993.
After reviewing insurance claims and federal
crash data, it was discovered that most of the
fatal animal collisions involve deer. In the month of
November, which coincides with breeding season,
crash rate with animals is three times higher than
from January to September.
From 1993 to present, Texas has the highest
number of deaths at 227, followed by Wisconsin
with 123.

30-35
- percent of voters nationwide expected
to vote early in the 2008 election, accord-

ing to the New York Times.

..
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Dr. Warren Casey leads .a group of musicians as they entertain guests and passers-by in the Hentage Lobby during Homecoming weekend. There were several opportunities to hear musical groups around campus last weekend.

"There is no other road
for China except the road
to sustainable developments."
- China's top climate
change negotiator, in response
to Beijing's first policy paper
on climate change. China must
reduce its greenhouse gas emissions to clean up highly polluted
air conditions.

"We cannot have a soldier behind every tree, in
every field, on every road
and in every market. It is
impossible."'
- Alan Doss, U.N. representative, on the limitations of
U.N. forces in their dealings with
Congolese rebels.

s the global temperature rise along
with prices, Americans are striving for
increased energy-efficiency within their
households and workplaces. To that end,
Compact Fluorescent
Lamps, or CFLs, are
increasing ly replacing
the ubiquitous, less
efficient incandescent
light bulb. You may
have even seen some
of these CFLs on campus. Here are a few
facts about them and
how they compare to
their counterparts:

A

"We just hope people will
be as patient to try to
vote as they would be in
waiting for a hamburger
at one of the more fancy
hamburger places."
- Frederic M. Umane,
New York City Board of Elections member, speaking about
the long lines expected on Election Day.

"We are deeply concerned
that these sales will open
the floodgates to additional illegal trade."
- Will Travers, CEO of
the Born Free Foundation, in
response to South Africa's first
legal sale of ivory in over a decade.

"The ER is a window
on society. Whatever
troubles the city has, the
underlying problems, we
always see them here."

"It's the 79th anniversary
of the stock market crash.
To commemorate that
- William Goldberg, 13
event, stocks are now
year veteran of the Bellevue
selling at 1929 prices.':
Hospital Center in New York City,
- David Letterman, host
of The Late Show, in response
Wednesday to the economic
crisis.

-CFLs last eight to
15 times longer than
incandescent bulbs.
-CFLs cost three to 10
times more than incandescent bulbs.
-However, the initial
higher price of CFLs
translates later into
savings: if a household
converted $90 worth
of its bulbs to CFLs, it
would save between
$440 and $1500 over a
5-year period, according to an article in US
News Report.
-CFLs decrease energy consumption and
offset the environmen-

on the insight provided by the
hospital's emergency room.

tal impact of electric
power generation,
hence their approval
by environmentalists.
-The bulbs do contain
mercury that can be
harmful if the bulb is
broken.
-If the bulb breaks,
which releases mercury vapor, one is advised to ventilate the
room, leave for about
15 minutes, and then
sweep up, not vacuum,
the mess, according
to the EPA and Energy
Star.
-Though the bulbs
contain mercury, they

are generally seen as
a greener choice than
other bulbs because
they offset the need
for more electricity
produced in coal-fired
power plants, which
spew unregulated
amounts of mercury
into the air, contaminating our ecosystem
and in turn, our food.
A breakage is rare and
may result in a single
exposure in one's lifetime, whereas eating
mercury-tainted food
can harm a person
repeatedly for many
years.

•
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While most on campus support McCain, other issues less simple

CONTINUED from page 1
Harding who were voting for
McCain simply have not thought
critically about the issues and
believe that he'll actually do
something about abortion,"
Berry said.
M cCain has expressed his
wish to overturn Roe v. Wade,
the Supreme Court decision that
legally allows abortions, leaving
individual states to decide whether
or not to ban the practice.
Also included in the survey
was information about which
college the respondent most
closely identified with. McCain won handily within each
category, but Breezed said some
of the voting spreads were worth
paying attention to. Support for
Obama was strongest in the
colleges ofliberal arts, Bible and
communication, while McCain
enjoyed nearly unanimous support
from students in the colleges of
business and science.
For students who have registered to vote in Arkansas, there
will be more on the ballot than
a choice between M cCain and

Obama. Two items in particular
have attracted attention across
the state and at Harding.
Proposed Initiative Act No.
1, also known as the "Unmarried
Couple Adoption Ban,"would bar
individuals who are "cohabiting
with a sexual partner outside of
a marriage which is valid under
the constin1tion and laws of this
state" from adopting children or
serving as foster parents.
"A child is a sponge," Dr.
Jimmy Allen said. "A child soaks
up his surroundings."
The Bible professor said he
plans to vote for the ban, arguing
that a child should be brought up
in a "good Christian home."
A female student who asked
not to be named said she would
not support the ban, on the
grounds that it would limit the
number of families available to
take care of foster children.
The other ballot measure in
question is Proposed Constitutional
Amendment No. 3, commonly
referred to as the "Arkansas State
Lottery Initiative." Arkansas is
one of only eight states that does

Student Vote by College
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not have a lottery, as they are
prohibited by its constitution.
The amendment would remove
that prohibition and establish a
state-run lottery, with the proceeds going toward scholarships
for Arkansas colleges.
The amendment's chief proponent, Lt. Gov. Bill Halter, said
Arkansas needs the lottery and
the scholarship money it would
provide to encourage students
to attend college in the state.
According to the Arkansas Department of Higher Education,

roughly 18 percent of adults in
Arkansas have earned a bachelor's
degree, ranking the state last in
the nation.
Dr. Lori Klein of Harding's
history department said she
strongly opposed the amendment
from an economic standpoint.
"[Lotteries] tend to be sold to
the public as this great revenue
enhancement that will solve all
ofour problems, whereas in truth
most lotteries raise less than 3
percent of the total revenue that
comes into the state," she said.

UCA: Students work to recover peace of mind after deaths of classmates
CONTINUED from page 1
after the shooting, Cross said,
and has sent professors advice
for dealing with any difficult issues that could arise in class and
with students in the shooting's
emotional aftermath.
"The university has been really
good about sending information
out to all the faculty, [saying] .. .
'Here are some talking points
if you want to talk with your
students about this; here are
some ways students might be
displaying anxiety,"' he said.
Provided by the school with
contact information for services
such as counseling or medical that
could help students, Cross said
he plans to "offer condolences"
to his classes but not "belabor
it again," but will have to judge
the needs and mood of his students once he arrives to teach
his once-a-week class.
In the aftermath of Virginia
Tech, Cross said UCA had learned
from that university's tragedy.
"The point is I think their
response was so good because
of the lessons learned from
Virginia Tech, and that has been
a positive thing," he said.
UCA personnel have also
encouraged faculty by forwarding
them encouraging e-mails from
campuses nationwide. Cross said
he remembered one in particular
from America University in
Washington D.C.
The university and students
in Conway have also helped run
a candlelight memorial service
Monday and a praycrvigil Tuesday
in honor and memory of the two
deceased students.

Carleigh Valentine, a sophomore at UCA, attended the
memorial service and said each
event focused on a different aspect
in the shooting's aftermath.
"There was not a lot said
about the boys [at the candlelight
service],"she said. "It was mostly
about UCA getting back on its
feet; I think there were quite a
lot of people there.
"[The prayer vigil] was all
about the boys, and their lives
and their families. I heard that
it was really good and that there
were a lot of people there just
pouring out and crying out to
God for these families and things
that they're going through."
In addition co these services,
the school hosted Keeping a Child
Alive on Tuesday in tl1eir student
center and ribbons were given
out in memory of the victims;
the Block-Henderson Memorial
Fund has also been established
in conjunction with the First
State Bank of Conway, Ark., to
accept donations that will assist
the deceased students' families
through their struggles.
According to UCA's Web
site, the school's investigators
are optimistic that the Tuesday
recovery by UCA police of
a weapon within the City of
Conway's jurisdiction, which
may have been used in the
shooting, will help speed the
investigation.
Meanwhile, Valentine said
she and her friends have been
ordering their inner lives so they
can help any students struggling
after the shooting.
"[The night of the shooting]

we were having a [Chi Alpha
student ministry] leadership
meeting and one of the girls
got a text and told us that, 'I
don't mean to be the bearer of
bad news, but there's been a
shooting,"' she said. "We decided
that we were not going to be
able to help other people with
this until we got our own lives
straight.
"We were discussing things
about commitment and things
like that and one of our staff
leaders said we needed to finish responding to that because
right when we found out we
were actually taking time to
journal. You can't help others if
you have stuff going on in your
own lives ... so we finished our
prayers and journaling."
In the following days while
suspects were still being sought,
Valentine said fear tinged the
campus.
"They kept saying, 'campus is
safe,' and a lot of people were
thinking that ifyou haven't caught
the other two guys, campus is
not safe," she said. "So a lot of
people were scared."
Despite the fear lingering on
campus and the more serious
mood pervading classrooms,
Valentine said things are slowly
starting to look up.
"[Campus] used to have this
joyful, cheerful aura about it, very
spirited, very connected and tight,
and now it just seems to have this
eerie, depressed, really fearful aura
about it," she said. "It's just kind
of a really sad feeling that takes
over all of campus. It's starting
to get better as we get into our

regular schedule again, but you
can still see the difference and
feel the difference."
Valentine said she thinks
that, as do many institutions
after a tragedy or unexpected
crime, UCA will probably be
reviewing its safety policies and
procedures.
"I think that people will be
more aware, like walking by
themselves, walking to their
car by themselves, you know
- things like that," she said. "I
think that the safety procedures
will be improved. They were really good before, you know, the
lockdown went really well."
"We will move forward," the
AP quoted Wendy Holbrook,
associate dean of students for
UCA, as saying Tuesday to an
assembly of students, faculty
members and Conway residents.
"We will not forget."
Harding freshman Scott
Forbush, whose father Steve
Forbush teaches at UCA, said
this event isn't letting him forgot
UCA.
"I feel like I need to do more
for UCA because I di<l almost go
there," he said. "But the whole
student body is really responding
to the situation. They are doing
great to take care of it."
To donate to the BlockHenderson Memorial Fund,
the fund established to help
the families of the two UCA
students who lost their lives,
visit any Fust State Bank location or call 1-501-328-HOME.
The account established at the
Conway location is accepting
donations for the families.
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PHARMACY: Relationship works
CONTINUED from page 1
lunches for various student
organizations."
This amiable relationship
helps Walgreens and students
alike. Students are required
to complete 1,740 hours of
experiential components by
the time they graduate, and
some of these hours take
place during rotations in
the stores.
Students are also mentored
by Walgreens pharmacists on
campus through classroom
presentations. As students
learn, they become profess10nals seeking the same
goals as the company.
" We are dedicated to
advancing the field of pharmacy,"Walgreens Pharmacy
Supervisor Cheryl Bryant
said in a press release Oct.
23. "Walgreens is always
excited to partner with
institutions that devote

time, education and leadership to the pharmacists of
tomorrow."
While students are given
the opportunity to learn, the
pharmaceutical giant gains
publicity and support from
the public.
"People have a lot ofpharmacies to choose from, and
if they ... see that Walgreens
just sponsored something,
they may be more likely to
say, 'Oh I just heard that
Walgreens is supporting
this local school an d I
[appreciate that] they're
giving to our community,' so
they [choose] to go there,"
Hixson-Wallace said.
The College of Pharmacy
is actively working toward
accreditation and received
pre-candidate accreditation
status from the Accreditation Council for Pharmacy
Education in January.

BOOK: Kyle a lready began sequel
CONTINUED from page 1
"It didn't come as a surprise,"
Jane Kyle, Sarah Kyle's mother,
said. "She's always been a good
writer."
After Comfort Publishing
offered to publish Sarah Kyle's
book,Jane Kyle set to proofreading her daughter's work. Though
neither of Sarah Kyle's parents
write professionally, Sarah Kyle
said her mom has a knack for
catching writing errors.
"She always edited my work
in high school,'' Sarah Kyle said.
"She's not much into writing,
but she can always catch the
errors and stuff like that."
As a parent, Jane Kyle said
she is very proud of her daughter and believes the book can
help people who have faced or
will face similar situations. As
a critic, Jane Kyle said she is
impressed with the story and
wishes she could read more
about the characters and their
struggles.
"I think it will touch a lot
of hearts," she said.

Both Sarah Kyle and her
mother offered advice for striving writers. Writing should be
therapeutic; do not be afraid
to succeed; keep writing; and,
most importantly, write about
subjects for which you have a
passion.
"People can tell if your
heart's not in your writing,"
Sarah Kyle said.
With the book in print, Sarah
Kyle said she plans ro use the
profits to pay for school and a
journalism internship and to
donate a portion to a charity in
Kayla Adsit's name. She said if
any money is left over, she would
also like td travel overseas.
Already, Sarah Kyle has begun
working on a sequel and several
other titles and said she hopes
to continue publishing.
"I definitely wanted this as
a career," Sarah Kyle said. "I
just didn't expect the career to
come this soon."
"Dear Battered Heart" can
be ordered at www.comfortpublishing.com.
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Elementary,
My Dear

Harding's
Haunted
History

H

appy Halloween, Harding.
Today is the one magnificent day when all the things
parents taught you get thrown right
out the window. Yes, you can scare
your little brother or sister. Yes, you
can go outside dressed like that. And,
above all, yes, you can take candy
\'LL
from strangers. In fact, you're encouraged to.
OISR\PT
On chis eve of fright, people think
\.ME.TvV\
about witches, zombies, psycho killers and especially ghosts. And, like
everywhere else that has been around
for a number of years, Harding has
MYRA~NG.
its own share of ghost stories, the
most prominent of which is, of
course, Gertie.
Supposedly, back when this
campus was still home to Galloway
College, Gertrude lived in Godden
Hall, a building long since torn down.
One evening, after most of the other
girls were in bed, she decided to take
a peek in the abandoned elevator
shaft and subsequently plunged to her
death. Some time afterward, students
reported seeing her still at the bottom of the shaft combing her long
~CTjC \N Wt\'llNlN b THE
blond hair or walking in the halls and
UNDtsC•DEDS .•.
through walls.
The story goes chat after Godden
Hall was corn down, bricks from
it were used in the construction of
other buildings like the Lee Academic
Center (which used to be the music
building) and Pattie Cobb dormitory.
Gertie is now said to haunt Pattie
Cobb, specifically the corner room on
with their lines memorized?
th Halloween upon us
the third Boor
I remember a time when a bit
and the ThanksgivingMICHAEL CLAXTON
"One evening,
overlooking
more oomph went into this holiday.
Christmas-New Year jugthe beU tower
after most of
First, there used to be such a thing
gernaut looming around the corner,
(sorry, girls).
the other girls
as neighborhoods. While I certainly
I've noticed a marked difference in
A ghost
were in bed,
understand why churches now host
how adults and children anticipate
is
also
said
she decided to
"Trunk-or-Treat" extravaganzas in
the holidays. In some ways, the holito haunt the
take a peek in
days are wasted on children. Think
their parking lots - where coscumed
Lee building,
the
abandoned
in
a
tots
go
car-hopping
for
sweets
about it: children get free candy in
but there are
elevator shaft
sanitized environment at 4:30 p.m.
"Halloween just isn't what
October (even though they generally
varying acand subsequently
it used to be. Now that I'm
- I fear that something is lose when
have access to free candy year-round),
counts of who
plunged to her
Halloween becomes 100 percent
allegedly an adult and am on
gourmet meals in November {even
that might
death. Some
of
the
door,
the
other
side
supervised.
Even
for
those
children
though they'd rather be eating Swiss
be. Some say
time
afterward,
them
house
whose
parents
accompany
I
can't
help
thinking
how
Cake Rolls and chicken nuggets), lavGertie, of
students
to house, something is wrong when
expensive bags of candy are
ish gifts in December {even though
course, but
reported seeing
these days and that I should be the little ghosts and goblins arc less
some wiH complain that they wanted
another story
her still at the
getting a better return on my scary than the guardians, who are
Disco Barbie instead of Campus
claims that a
bottom of the
investment."
armed
with
flashlights
and
pepper
Sweetheart Barbie) and fireworks in
girl, sometimes
shaft combing
spray and are prepared to assault anyunnamed,
January {even though they shouldn't
her long blon<I
one who says "Boo" to their children.
sometimes gothe math behind the hype. Fortuyet be playing with matches).
hair
or walking
Second,
I
can't
imagine
having
"Fran",
ing
by
Meanwhile, adults look forward
nately, what saves the holidays for
in the halls and
gone out to trick-or-treat during the
was a music
to time with family and bringing joy
adults is what cannot be calculated:
through walls. "
major who
daylight, or without a costume, or with
to children, but we have learned that
lots of quality fellowship in a buzz of
was deeply
maximum chaperonage. Part of the fun
goodwill.
each holiday involves about six weeks
in love with
of Halloween was the disguise, the freeExcept for Halloween, which is
of planning for a 30-minute payoff.
her boyfriend. After he died in an
dom,
the
mischief,
the
naked
gluttony
Herc is what happens every year. After largely spent in 10-second spurts
accident, she became depressed and
and the exhilarating possibility that
with strangers, some of whom aren't
about the fifth house on Halloween,
would always go to the third floor of
someone was hiding around the corner
quite in the spirit of the event. Last
young trick-or-treaters will be out of
the old music building and play the
of
every
front
porch
ready
to
scare
the
year, half of the crick-or-treaters who
their masks and capes and ready to
same
music over and over.
cheap plastic mask off any would-be
came to my house were teenagers
go home and eat a Kit Kat. Twenty
Eventually, she was found there
candy-grubber. I remember in 1984
minutes after the Thanksgiving prayer, decked out in T-shirts and carrying
dead (of what, they never discovwhen I dressed in a three-piece suit and
plastic Kroger bags. I also saw quite
bloated gourmands who swore they
ered), and the music was later heard
wore a mask that looked like Ronald
were going easy on the gravy this year
a few infants in car seats. Adorable as
sometimes in the middle of rhe
Reagan. I tested the theory of tricklewill be snoring before dessert. On
they were in tiny pirate or princess
night. After the old music building
down economics by going to the nicest
Christmas morning, only minutes
costumes, most seemed to be sleepwas torn down and the Lee building
houses fuse, assuming that they would
after anxious children have knocked
ing through the whole experience.
became the new music building, the
have a better class of candy handouts.
The rest of the revelers last October
over the last adult standing between
ghost reportedly moved there, and
As I was turning to leave one generwere languid middle-school kids who
music can still sometimes be heard
them and their presents, the living
ous house, a screaming man jumped
couldn't be bothered to say "Trick
room will be buried under a sea of
playing from the third floor. The
from behind a tree and nearly made
only thing is: the Lee building has no
wrapping paper, and the kids will have or Treat" or "thank you" and who
third floor. Oooo, spooky.
scorned any candy that didn't threaten me lose my jellybeans. I was scared
vanished to their bedrooms, texting
Last year, I was allowed to spend
to dog their braces with caramel for at witless, dropped my plastic orange
their friends to compare spoils. And
the night in the Lee building, along
pumpkin and loved every minute of it.
lease a week.
days later, after the fourth $30 RoI understand why no one would do that with another Bison colleague at that
Halloween just isn't what it used
man candle fails co go off, everyone
time, Tyler Jones, to see what this
today, but I can't help but feel that it's a
co be. Now that I'm allegedly an adult
will head inside for more pretzels and
ghost was about. Now, there are
shame. Have we all become a generaDick Clark.
and am on the other side of the door,
several things that supposedly happen
tion of Halloweenies?
Of course, there are plenty of times I can't help thinking how expensive
because of the ghost: the music, obviin life where months of preparation
bags of candy are these days and that
ously;
ghostly footsteps are sometimes
MICHAEL
CLAXTON
is
an
as
I should be getting a better return on
precede 20 minutes of experience
heard; and occasionally doors are eisistant professor of English and a
my investment.
- weddings, anyone? - but if adults
ther open or shut even though no one
frequent contributor to the Bison
Is it coo much to ask that people
approach the holidays with a feeling
could have done so. We heard nothing
mclaxand
may
be
contacted
at
demanding free candy should be a)
somewhere between giddiness and
chat night, buc one thing did happen
to 1@harding.edu
in costume, b) conscious and c) ready
gloom, it's because they understand
that I still can't explain.
I was the first to reach the Lee
building, and after Public Safety let
me in, I walked around and checked
all the doors inside to see which were
unlocked, because some were supid day seems like months
lionized, scandalized and, come
nounced he felt more needed
posed co have been left open for us
ago. Since then, signatures
Nov. 4, one of them will be finally
Washington than at the presidenwhere the supernatural occurrences
have been collected, babe realized.
tial debate. If you have a major
bies have been kissed and stump
L et the "messy wars" begin.
date with Obama, don't threaten to had supposedly occurred. Well,
every door was locked, so I sat down
speeches have been laid on ears
This last week before the Nov. 4 stand him up.
and read a book until Tyler arrived.
"rough night" is, without a doubt,
eager for free-floating, quasi-in4. Costumes: During pledge
After I let him in, he wanted to look
spirational metaphors. People who
pledge week for McCain and
week, every detail counts. Barack,
around as well, so we went through
in their first lives were "real sweet
Obama. Here are a few lessons our we will notice if you forget your
once again and checked all the doors.
girls" or "cool dudes" have found
presidential hopefuls could have
lapel pin. At roll call, be there and
Still locked.
themselves reincarnated into "kind
taken from club week:
be £laired.
We decided to call Public Safety
of snot-noses" or "complete dirt1. Unity: Make sure your pledge
With both rough nights closing
and get someone to let us into some of
bags. "There's nothing like plague
brothers or sisters are in a row bein, the going can only get rougher.
the rooms. Once the officer got there,
week to turn angels into vipers.
fore marching off on the campaign (The Obama citizenship scandal
we went back through again, only this
Mere anarchy has been loosed
trail. Party unity has been an issue
proves that the ill-informed, destime, the door of a classroom on the
upon the Student Center.
for McCain, and, this year, there
perate yo' mama jokes have already
second floor, which we had checked
twice and was locked, was standing
And all this over two pledges.
have been more than a few Repub- begun.) All the rest of us can hope
open two or three inches. The handle
In clubspeak, John McCain and licans jumping clubs.
for is the last pledge book to be
was still locked.
Barack Obama received bids at
2. Rhetoric: An Obama speech
turned in and the last vote to be
Do I believe it was a ghost? No,
their respective parties' National
can feel like roll call. You're not sure
cast, so everyone can take a wellnot
really. But it makes you wonder.
Convention months ago. Since
if anything was actually said, but,
deserved nap.
those star-spangled days, the Reooh, don't it make you feel good.
JEREMY WATSON serves as the
publican and Democratic pledges
NICK MICHAEL is a guest
3. Showboating: Everyone loves
editor in chief for the 2008-2009
have been on the move, fueled by
a song and dance, but it won't
contributor for the Bison and
Bison. He may contacted at jwatmay be contacted at nmichael@
half the sleep and double the cofnecessarily get you in. When the
son@harding.edu
fee. They have been scrutinized,
economy tanked, McCain anharding.edu
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The Restoration Files

Gone

Church Hero: Raccoon John Smith
Editor's Note: 'The following column

is the first ofa series on connecting
with the history ofthe Restoration
Movement.

CHARLES BABB

H

Space

Guest

ow do you encapsulate the
entire life of a man whose
very name begs a question?
How do you attempt it in less
than 5,000 words, let alone 800?
The only way I know how is
through story. We learn to know
one another not through facts bur
through narrative. I tell you a story
about myself, and you follow it with
one about yourself. We share. We
learn about personalities and temperaments, tragedies and triumphs,
laughter and tears.
With 'Raccoon' John Smith,
there are three stories which give a
measure of the man.
First, curiosity demands the
story of his name. Smith was literally born on the American frontier
in 1784. Time and circumstances
required hii;n to mature quickly,
and while still just what we would
consider a child, he shouldered
adult responsibilities. By age 12, he
had crossed l 00 miles of wilderness - alone - to purchase seed
corn for che family's new farm. He
and a sibling helped their father
clear land, and John and his older
brother tended the crop until his
father returned with che rest of the
family. In such a sicuacion, schools
did not exist, and the majority of
what we could call education came
from listening to his father read the

family Bible on Sunday. Smith was
unkempt and uneducated, but he
had a heart for the Lord and was a
man, as the Scriptures say, without
guile.
One night in 1815 at age 21 ,
he stood up co preach. Though
ridiculed by some in the room
due to his speech and appearance,
he persevered. To che hecklers, he
declared, "I am John Smith, from
Stockton's Valley. In more recent
years I have lived in Wayne, among
the rocks and hills of the Cumberland. Down there, saltpeter caves
abound , and raccoons make their
homes. On that wild frontier we
never had good schools, nor many
books; consequently, I stand before
you today a man without an education." He then launched into his
lesson and continued preaching che
remainder of his life.
The second story concerns his
personal tragedies. In today's world,
we cringe at che thought oflosing
a single child. Smith buried nine
of his children and two wives. Two
of his children burned to death
in a cabin fire while he was away
preaching and his wife, Anna, was
helping to care for a sick neighbor

much like the Good Samaritan did.
group sought Scripture as its only
Crushed with gnef and faced wirh
guide, bur they were noc unified.
their now destitute state, she fell
Smith believed these two should
be one; he believed in che prayer of
ill and died. Smith, now a widower wich two small children, was
Christ in John 17 - that they might
all be one. He worked tirelessly
overcome after the loss of his wife.
toward this end. When ochers might
He became sick and hovered near
have stopped or even never attemptdeath, before recovering.
ed it; he persevered, and in 1832,
He pulled his two surviving
children co him, scarred over, lacer ' che two groups joined together.
remarried, and never lost faith.
I wish space allowed us ro reprint
<;mith's entire speech, bur in closing
Perhaps you and I would have been
his comments on that day, he stood
angry ac God or disillusioned. We
might ask, "God, how is ic chat
before the crowd and said, "Lee us,
a minister of the gospel could be
then, my brethren, be no longer
allowed to suffer such loss - wh ile
Campbellites or Sconeites, or New
out preaching no le~?" Yee he perse- Lights or Old Lights [names of
vered and across che coming decades religious factions], or any other kind
he baptized literally thousands .. .
of lights, but let us all come to the
and conrinued to bury his children.
Bible, and to the Bible alone, as the
only book in the world chat can give
One died as a toddler after a 16 day
us all the Light we need."
vigil at his bedside. Another died
In the winter of I 868, at rhe
while he was attending a religious
age of 83, against the protests of
debate; the child was scalded to
his daughter Smith walked co the
death when a cauldron of water
spilled on him. Each story stands
church house one bitterly cold winter morning to preach. le was the
alone as its own tragedy, bur Smith
believed in the goodness of the Lord last sermon he ever delivered. The
even in the face of overwhelming
weather was too much for his aging
loss. Like Job, his mantra seems to
frame, and he fell ill and could not
have been, 'Though He slay me, still recover. He embraced the passing
will I hope in Him."
from one life into the next celling
The third and final story for
a friend, "I am better and most
home." He was passed into his final
which we have space is his love of
rest to be unified with Christ on
unity. The earliest portion of what
February 28, 1868.
we call the 'Restoration Movement'
was highlighted by two titans in
leadership - Alexander Campbell
CHARLES BABB is a guest conand Barron Scone. Each of these
tributor for the Bison and may
groups was similar, though not the
be contacted at cbabb@harding.
same, in thought and teaching. Each edu

Roe v. Wade And Presidential Politics
n the third and final presidential
debate, Sen. John McCain accused
Sen. Barack Obama of voting
"against a law that would provide immediate medical attention to a child
born of a failed abortion" while he
was a member of the Illinois Senate.
Obama tried co explain by arguing
that "there was already a law on che
books in Illinois that required providing lifesaving treatment" co these
newborns.
So what is the real story here? Jill
Stanek, a registered nurse who worked
at Christ Hospital in Illinois, gave the
following account in her testimony
before Obama and the rest of the Illinois Senate Judiciary Committee on
March 27, 2001:
"One night, a nursing coworker
was taking an aborted Down's Syndrome baby who was born alive co
our Soiled Utility Room because his
parents did not want to hold him, and
she did not have time to hold him.
I could not bear the thought of this
suffering child dying alone in a Soiled
Utility Room, so I cradled and rocked
him for the 45 minutes chat he lived.
He was 21 to 22 weeks old, weighed
about 112 pound, and was about 10
inches long. He was too weak to move
very much, expending any energy he
had-trying co breathe."
But what about chat law already on
the books Obama referenced in the
debate Wednesday night? Frankly, the
law Obama made mention of was not
worth the taxpayer - funded paper it
was primed on. Under chat law, which
took effect in 1975, the abortion
doctor was only obligated to give the
born-alive infant medical attention if
he said the child was fit to survive. To

I

cover up his own mistake all he had
to do was declare chat the baby could
not be saved before sticking it in a
closer to die. This is why the new laws
Obama opposed were so necessary.
These laws were not just repeats of
rhe old law, as Obama implied in che
debate. The proposed legislation ts
called the Born Alive Infant Protection Act le is composed of three bills.
The first bill requires a second doctor
be present for any abortion in which
there is some possibility che baby
might be born alive and need medical attention; the second bill creates
a cause of action so that the doctor
could be sued if he failed to provide
necessary medical attention co a baby
born alive; and the chird bill simply
defines a "born alive" infant. Obama
opposed the legislation each of the
three times it came up: once in 200 I ,
again in 2002 and then in 2003,
sometim e~ voting "present," ocher
rimes voting "no."
In 2003, a clause was added to
the legislation co specify that the
law would not undermine abortion
rights. lhe clause made the proposed
law virtually identical to the federal
Born Alive Infants Protection Ace,
which had passed the U.S. Senate
unanimously the year before. Even the
most liberal members of the Senate
supported 1r, including Hillary Clinton and 1e<l Kennedy. Remarkably,
while Obama voted to add the clause,
he still voted "no" on the legislation,
which lacer died in his committee and
never passed while he was in office.
For years following his tenure in
the Illinois Senate, Obama explained
his opposition to the bills by claiming
that he feared they would undermine

Roe v. Wade. He even seated time and
again that he would have supported
them had they contained the same
clause mcluded in the federal bill.
Only as recencly as August did his
cam_!)aign finally admit chat he did in
fact vote against a bill that included
the very same language included in
the federal legislation.
So why did Obama oppose the
Born Alive Infant Protection Act? The
real answer to this question may be
much worse than you might expect.
Responding to Jill Stanek's testimony
to his committee, Obama said, "What
we are doing here is to create one
more burden on a woman, and I
can't support that." Speaking against
che Born Alive Infant Protection Ace
from the Illinois Senate floor in 200 I,
Obama argued, "whenever we define
a pre viable fems as a person thac is
protected by the equal protection
clause or the other elements in the
Conscirucion, what we're really saying
is, in face, chat they are persons that
are entitled to the kinds of protections char would be provided to a - a
child, a 9-month-old - child char was
delivered to term."
Obama used the term "pre viable
fems" to refer to the infant born alive
right on che brink of viability. These
babies were completely born, most
had normal heartbeats and brain
functions and many of chem were
perfeccly healthy aside from their
underdeveloped lungs, which made
breathing difficult if not impossible.
Some probably could have survived.
Most still would not have survived
very long, even with medical help.
However, even the weakest and most
vulnerable among us deserve dignity

and as little pain as possible in their
last few hours on this earth. Not only
did Obama deny these babies the
dignity, che alleviation of pain and
the shot at life they deserved, but he
also refused to even allow chem to be
called persons in the eyes of the law.
Apparently, to do so would have put
too great a "burden" on women.
In his interview with Rick Warren at the Saddleback Forum this
past August, Obama was asked the
question, "At what point does a baby
get human rights, in your view?" As a
pro-choice candidate, Obama could
have said, "At the point of viability."
This response would have been in
line with the ruling in Roe v. Wade.
A more liberal, though still plausible,
response would have been, "At birth,"
which would have been in line wich
his support for partial-birth abortion.
However, Obama replied by saying, "Answering chat question with
specificity, you know, is above my
pay grade." Obama could not even
admit that babies should receive basic
human rights at birth, since co do so
would have contradicted his own past
positions.
In an election where Roe v. Wade
"probably hangs in the balance," as
Obama himself admitted in che final
debate, I will not be voting for a man
who is so intent on protecting Roe,
chat he is content to let living, breaching, newborn babies suffocate to death
with no medical creacmenc. Who will
you be voting for?
CHRIS SCHANDEVEL is a guest
contributor for the Bison and may
be contacted at cschande@ harding.edu

Voting For The Candidate Or The Brand?
ohn McCain and Barack Obama do
have something in common after all:
they realize our undying need
for scuff. This is why they have made
it very easy to access a variety of junk
right from their Web sires (for the right
price). Though there are lots of plain
items, every once and a while something
stands out from the typical "Support
Me" bunon. After a little research, I
came up with a few things any presidential fan absolutely must have.
10. John McCain Golf Balls: This
seems fitting for chose rich Republican
outings co a grand old golf course.
There's nothing like smacking John
around all day.
"Yes We Can" Bracelet: An accessory in the vein of "Live Strong," chat
says 'Tm hip," 'Tm cool" and 'Tm
latching onto a four-year-old fad." I
guess my biggest question with this
icem is "yes we can" what?
9. John McCain Beach Towel:
This is the sort of item McCain has
apparently been using way too much.
Nothing says "sexy" like a John McCain beach towel. Ir will rum heads,
guaranteed.
Sportsman for Obama Button:
This item is interesting because of its
cake on his "O" logo. Noc only do we
get a fish peacefully jumping through

J

MICHAEL BROOKER

Guest

Space

the air, but a bird is also sailing
through the skies and a deer standing
majestically. This one isn't flying off
che shelf.
8. McCain Nautical Pin Lapel:
For about 90 percent of rhe nation's
population, this is just a lapel pin with
"pretty flags" on it.
Pink Pride Obama T-Shirt: They
get points for incorporating che purple
triangle of the gay pride movement
into Obama' s name. The rainbow in
the "O" is also quite eye-catching. It's
all very ... colorful.
7. Asian and Pacific Americans for
John McCain T-Shirt: Besides being
on a painfully hued shirt, its a lot co
read. Plus, I wonder if Asian Americans like sharing their T-shirt space.
First Americans for Obama Poster:
Another great thing about elections
is I learn the proper way to address
minorities. It's no longer "Native
American" or "American Indian" but
instead, "First American." It's good

to know these sorts of things before I
make a fool out of myself somewhere.
6 . "It's A Girl" Button: This is
one of chose multi-purpose pieces of
merchandise. Palin can wear it now
during the election, and she has a 50
percent chance of needing it in a few
months for her grandchild. It's one of
those win-win-win situations.
2008 Sterling Silver Bracelet
Charm: This is one of those really
random items. There's simply nothing
special about it.
5. John McCain Doormat: "Welcome to our home; please, wipe your
feet on John before you come in."
There couldn't be a warmer greeting.
Obama Hand Fan: It's one of those
"green energy" initiatives he' s looking
into.
4 . AmerICain Shirts by Elisabeth
Hasselbeck: This is one of my personal
favorites because it's designed by Hasselbeck {a Survivor: Australia contestant). I guess no one pointed out she
misspelled America (but she's so cure,
how could you tell her no?).
Obama Face Shirt: I saw these
types of shirts in C hina, but over there
they had Mao's face. It doesn't matter
whose face it is: it's still creepy.
3. McCain Courageous Service
DVD: I think it's odd that McCain

would advertise the fact that he got
shot down and captured. Why would
one admit to being a failure?
Progress Art Poster: People joined
hand-in-hand gather under che shade
of a call Obama tree. How serene.
2. Palin Power Burton: ... and
when all the buttons come together,
Palin emerges from the depths of che
earth to solve all our problems!
Kids for Obama Shirr: Um, they
can't even vote. This could be the
instigator for some great school yard
fights, though.
I. 'Tm Joe the Plumber: Don't
Tax Me!": This is really close to saying, "Don't tase me, bro." But I'm
sure the McCain campaign has more
dignity than to capitalize on a small
incident.
"Yes We Can" Music CD: This is
about ;is pointless as those CDs that
are "inspired" by movies. Songs about
Obama? I bet it's on his iPod.
We are noc focused on the issues,
but on the name on the ballot. So I
ask, when voting next week, are you
voting for a person or a coffee mug?
MICHAEL BROOKER is a guest
contributor for the Bison and
may be contacted at mbrooker@
harding.edu

Phishin'

Wanted:
Jam band
o r quite some time I have had
che dream of starting a band.
This sum mer I found myself
living in Searcy, and I thought
being here might be a great opportunity to get rogethcr wich some
different musicians Unfortunately,
summertime in ~c:.ucy is even more
d esolate chan during the school
year, and I did not have much success.
I posted som e flyers on campus
and around town, but I had very
few responses. The few c.1lls I did
get I never seemed ro follow up for
some reason .
That is my fault. If you arc reading and I never called you back,
please accep t my apology .md call
me back. I promise to return your
calls this time. I was just being lazy
before.
Now, I had hoped chat the flyers
would turn up only senous inquiries because of their very specific
wording. They read, "Guitarist
phishing for widespread jamming
with pianist/drummer/percussionist/bassist. Graceful for serious
inq uires only." This was mt own
{failed) attempt at telling my fucure
band maces what kind of music I
wanted to play without specifically
listing bands. For chose who do not
get my subliminal message. please
allow me to explain. I was hoping
to play music similar to the bands
Phish, Widesp read Panic and che
Grateful Dead.
These bands are considered "j:im
bands" and usually play a lot of
original tunes as well as srnndard
blues, rock, jazz, country and bluegrass runes. Obviously, the} h.we a
tendency to jam, or improvise, and
are also known for playing extended
instrumental songs. I had hoped
that this would weed ouc anybody
who was not into my favorite
bands.
Now then, for most of my career
ac Harding, I have rarely found any
other fans of chis type of music.
When I do run across a fan, chev
often do not play an inscrumen~ or
have no interest in starting a band.
However, I have noticed a number
of stickers on cars around campus
lately that lead me co believe the
owners must be jam band fans. I
have been very excited to see so
many apparent jam band lov<:rs
parking around campus, and I am
really optimistic chat some of these
people may also play instruments
and would like to get together and
pick and grin sometime.
So, I would like to now make a
proposal co anyone reading chis column. If you are interested in scarring
a band, please let me know. I do not
care what instrument you play. In fact,
one of the responses I received over
the summer was from a triangle player.
I think I told them I did not need a
triangle player. Sorry if you are reading chis and wanted co scan a band. I
guess we could always try again.
H owever, if you do try to contact
me again, I hope you have expanded
your percussion selection
Please understand chat I am nor
exclusively interested in playing jam
band stuff. Some of the reasons I
am such a big fan of jam bands are
che wide variety of music they play
and their dedication co the craft
of live music. I would love co play
in most kinds of bands. I am noc
interested in screaming, though. I
prefer to sing. I would really love to
sing the blues.
If anyone our there wanes to jam
with me, send an e-mail my way I
would love to meet some other players around here. I would also love co
gee in touch with any of these folks
around campus char are inco jam
bands. Maybe we can get together and
hie up some shows together.
To chose of you who are already in
bands on campus, let me know if you
are interested in having another guitarist sit in with your groups sometime.
I do not know about many bands
on campus this semester, but I would
love to hear what kind of music is
being played around here.
Maybe I can even convince some
of you co throw a Phish or Widespread Panic rune into your lineup. or
co do some extended jamming over
one of your own or someone else's
songs.

F

JARED ABELSON serves as the
opinions editor for the 2008
Bison and may be contacted at
jabelson@harding.edu
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Candidates for President of the United States
U.S. Sen. John McCain, R-Arizona

U.S. Sen. Barack Obama, D-lllinois

BRIEF BIO

BRIEF BIO

• Born Aug. 29, 1936
• POW for more than five years during Vietnam War
• Has served as U.S. Senator for 22 years

• Born Aug. 4, 1961
• Was a lawyer, law professor and community organizer
• Has served as U.S. Senator for four years

KEY ISSUES AT A GLANCE

KEY ISSUES AT A GLANCE

• The Economy: Plans to create new jobs by
lowering taxes on businesses; promises to veto any bill
that includes pork-barrel spending; HOME plan promises
to ease mortgage burden for "deserving" families by allowing them more manageable lending terms.
• Energy/Environment: His Lexington Project is touted as an "all-of-the-above energy
solution ." Supports offshore drilling and investments in "clean, alternative sources of
energy." Promises tax breaks for individuals, companies for seeking clean energy alternatives. Offers cap-and-trade program, which sets a limit on greenhouse gases that
companies can emit before having to pay for additiona l emissions.
• Iraq: Has voiced support and voted for the war in Iraq and the military surge. Promises to
keep troops in Iraq until country is able to govern and protect its own people. Promises to
put international pressure on Iran and Syria for allegedly aiding insurgency in Iraq.
• Health Care: Promises to lower health care costs for fami lies by keeping health care
services in competition with each other. Wants to give Americans a refundable tax
credit of $2,500 to offset insurance costs, and recently stated that citizens may choose
to keep their current health care plans under his system.
• Immigration: Vows to work with governors to secure borders. Promises an Electronic
Employment Verification System to check worker documentation among other things.
Wants to establish programs for undocumented workers in order to "resolve their status." Promises to deport or prosecute undocumented criminals.
•Social Issues: Promises to nominate judges who would overturn Roe v. Wade in order
to leave the issue of abortion up to the states. Believes marriage is union between man
and woman and contends the issue should be left up to state and local governments.
Believes stem cell research should be conducted but not at the expense of cells created
for the express intention of research.
• Firearms: Believes gun ownership is law-abiding citizen's right. Opposes federal
bans on assault weapons.
Information culled from johnmccain .com

• The Economy: Promises to enact a "windfall profits" tax
against oil companies in order to provide families with an
"Emergency Energy Rebate" to help offset costs; promises
$50 billion plan to save jobs; tax cuts of at least $1,000 for
the middle class; plans to create 5 million "Green jobs."
• Energy: Promises to eliminate oil imports from Venezuela and the Middle East within
10 years. Promises tax credit to individuals who purchase "advanced" vehicles. Plans
to estab lish a national low carbon fuel standard to clean the country's fuel supply. Supports auction-type cap-and-trade policy for companies in order to reduce greenhouse
gases. Supports some offshore drilling.
• Iraq: Spoke out against the war in Iraq and voted agai nst the military surge. Promises
phased troop withdrawal with a belief that all troops - except a residual force - can
be withdrawn by 2010.
• Health Care: Says Americans who like their health plans will not be required to
change their plans and will see up to a $2,500 decrease in costs by allowing access to
generic drugs and supplies. Promises "new, affordable health insurance options."
• Immigration: Vows to secure borders and ports using technology, infrastructure and
additional personnel. Promises to impose a fine on illegal immigrants, require them to
learn English and place them at the "back of the line" for citizenship. Promises to "increase the number of legal immigrants" in order to curb illegal immigration risks.
• Social Issues: Supports Roe v. Wade decision and a woman's right to choose, but
promises to increase effort to prevent unwanted pregnancies through sex education
that teaches both "abstinence and safe sex methods." Promises to increase availability
of stem cells by accepting cells "created solely for the purpose of fertility treatment."
Would raise the minimum wage to $9.50 per hour by 2011 in the hopes of helping
those struggling with poverty. Supports rights equal to married coup les for civil unions
between same-sex couples, but is against same-sex marriage.
• Firearms: Supports gun ownership, but would make Assault Weapons Ban permanent.
Information culled from barackobama.com and cnn.com

State & Local Elections
Officials
U.S. Senate

Ballot Measures
Arkansas Proposed Constitutional Amendment 1

No Republican candidate filed to run for the US. Senate in Arkansas this year.
Mark Pryor (Incumbent) - Democrat
- Senator since 2002
Rebekah Kennedy - Green

U.S. Representative - 2nd District
The 2nd District includes Searcy, Cabot, Ja cksonville and Little
Rock. No Republican candidate filed to run.
Deb McFarland - Green
Vic Snyder (Incumbent) - Democrat
- Representative since 1996
Daniel Suits - Write-In

County Judge
Dennis Gil lam - Democrat
Valentine Huffman - Independent
Michael Lincoln (Incumbent) - Republica n
- Defeated Gillam in 2006 election

State Representative - District 50
Blake Barnett - Green
Monty Betts - Democrat
Kyle Reeves - Republican
[Representative David Evans is term-limited]

Searcy District Judge Runoff
Neither candidate garnered more than 50 percent of the primary
vote in May so election added to Nov. 4 ballot per state law.
Mark Pate - Nonpartisan
Phyllis Worley - Nonpartisan

Searcy City Council Ward 1, Position 1
Harding University Is located in Ward 4.

Carl Nutter (Incumbent) - Republican

Phillip Williams - Democrat

White County Sheriff
Ricky Shourd - Republican (Unopposed)

State Representative • District 50
Tami King - Republican (Unopposed)

Early Voting Polling Site
White County Courthouse
Today: 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Saturday: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Monday: 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

Harding University Dorm Resident Polling Site
1st Assembly of God: 7:30 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

Popular Name: An Amendment concerning voting, qualifications of voters and election officers, and the time of holding general elections.
What it means: Amends the state constitution by declaring all lawfully registered
citizens 18 or older may vote in general elections, which repeals former "polltax" requirement; amendment also repeals language in the constitution that
cou ld make the right to vote dependent on previous registration and removes
archaic language present in Article 3, Section 5, which states: "no idiot or
insane person shall be entitled to the privileges of an elector." Also allows the
legislature to define who can be an election official. (some information from
bal lotpedia.org)

Arkansas Proposed Constitutional Amendment 2
Popular Name: An amendment providing that no legislative appropriation shall be
for a period longer than one year, providing for fiscal legislative sessions, requiring the general assembly to meet every year with regular sessions continuing to
be held in odd-numbered years and fiscal sessions held in even-numbered years,
unless the genera l assembly votes to hold regular sessions in even-numbered years
and fiscal sessions in odd-numbered years, and allowing the general assembly to
consider non-fiscal matters during a fiscal session upon approval of two-thirds of
both houses.
What it means: Arkansas, which has a part-time legislature, currently plans its budget on a two-year cycle. The amendment would allow lawmakers to discuss budget
issues each year. Opponents have said a yearly budgeting would diminish the time
allotted for review and revision of budgets. Proponents say the market is too volatile
to address budgets only once every two years. State law currently allows the governor to call for special sessions to address budgetary concerns. (some information
from ballotpedia.org)

Arkansas Proposed Constitutional Amendment 3
An initiated (not via the legislature) amendment that proposes a state lottery in Arkansas with the proceeds used to create scholarsh ips for students attending college.
What it means: Lt. Governor Bill Halter sponsors the amendment, which garnered
enough signatures to be included on Tuesday's ballot. Lotteries are currently prohibited in the state per Article 19, Section 14 of the state constitution . It is one of only
eight states to prohibit lotteries. Supporters say the bill will increase educational
opportunities for stuoents in the state. They argue an Arkansas lottery would keep
money for education in the state rather than going to the surrounding states where
Arkansans buy tickets regular! Opponents, including Family Council of Arkansas
and Arkansas Faith and Ethics
ncil, .arg.ue that otteries ~n the poor and
that they lead to involvement in otfier gambling activities.~-~
ball.Qtpedia.org)

Initiative ~ct 1
nmar e(f~~tion n would Make it iflegal for ant
~tating outst
a
marr age to
or jeNe ~a foster
'than 18 ~old
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Height a welcome addition

to Lady Bison lineup
Team has nine new players, three transfers
by AMANDA PRUITT

illustrator

Just looking that the 2008-09
women's basketball roster tells
the story.
There is a lot of new, a lot of
old and a lot of height.
Harding has a different look
to its roster and not just because
t h e list is missing four-year
starting guard Kinsey Tucker.
The Lady Bisons have nine new
players on the roster this season,
including three transfers.
Stil!, the Lady Bisons are
returning three starters from last
year's team that finished 18-10
overall and 8-6 in conference.
Junior guard Kaitlin May, junior
forward Stacy Owens and senior
Catherine McMenamy, Harding's
lone member of the preseason
All-GSC team, have returned
for another season.
Sophomore guard Leah
Fugett did not start last season
but received considerable playing time towards the end of the
season.
Head coach Tim Kirby said
that even with the changes, his
team has goals to return to the
Gulf South Conference Touma-

Lady Bisons Roster
Name
Audn Garcia
Leah Fugett
Rachel Carter
Lindsey Root
Brittney Stout
Kaitlin May
Makala McNa1r
Jessica Stevens
Abbey Troxler
Kallie Bartee
Stacey Owens
Ashley Anderson
Catherine McMenamy
Sierra Rollins
Nikki Mynatt
Ashley Ingle

Pos.
G
G
G

p
G
G
G

F
G

G
F
F
F
G
p
p

ment this seasQn and finish the
GSC-West schedule ahead of
either Delta State or Arkansas
Tech, two programs that are
consistently in the running for
national championships.
Kirby said finishing second
in the GSC-West would greatly
help the Lady Bisons' chances of
reaching the regional tournament.
Harding was picked to finish
third in the conference.
"One of our goals right now
is to just get better every day,"
Kirby said. "With nine new
players, you can't just be focused
on [tournaments]."
The Lady Bisons could easily

Year
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.

So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.

Height

5-10
5.9
5.5
6·2
5.7
5.9
5-10
5.3
5.3
5·10
5-10
6·2
5.9
5.9
6-2
6·2

be the tallest in the program's
25-year history. In the past,
Kirby said his team has struggled
finding enough size to play in
the lane, but the Lady Bisons
finally have personnel to that
need this season, courtesy of
three 6-foot-2 post players:
seniors Ashley Anderson and
Ashley Ingle and freshman
Lindsay Root.
Anderson was a three-year
player for Division I Arkansas
State. Ingle, a native of nearby
McRae, Ark., has transferred
from Northern Arizona where she
finished sixth in Division I
see LADY BISONS page 2b

photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Petit Jean
Junior guard Kaitlin May goes up for a left-handed layup during warmups of Midnight Madness on Oct.
15. May will once again the offense from the point guard position.

Life after Matt Hall
begins for Bisons
Guard play will make up for thin post play
by CHRIS O'DELL

student reporter

photo by NOAH DARNELL I The Petit Jean
Sophomore guard Sam Brown glides through the air for a dunk at Midnight Madness on Oct. 15. Brown
is one of the new faces who hopes to fill the void left by All-American Matt Hall.

Yes, the Bison basketball
team did lose Matt Hall this
season. However, the Rhodes
Rowdies will still have plenty to
look forward to. This year's team
includes several key returning
players who look to carry the
load left from one of Harding's
most prolific players in school
history. The Bisons have some
talented newcomers and a group
of experienced veteran players
and coaches who might make
you forget all about No. 30.
The Bisons will be returning
guards Trent Morgan and Steven
Barnett to the backcourt, who
averaged a combined 20 points,
eight assists and seven rebounds
per game. Head basketball coach
J effMorgan said Barnett has the
experience to lead his team to
victories this year.
"He is by far our most seasoned
veteran,"JeffMorgan said. "He's
quick off the dribble and gets
inside other defenses and also
does a great job on the defensive
side of the ball."
Junior Matt Garner, who received significant playing time

Bisons Roster
Name
Trent Morgan
Matt Garner
Bradley Spencer
Sam Brown
Matt Walters
Stephen Blake
Tony Hall
Steven Barnett
Kevin Brown
Kirk Porter
Calvin Rayford
Brian Howard
Zach Roddenberry

Pos.
G
G
G

G
F
G
G
G
F
F
G
F

c

last season, will also be back to
join Barnett and Trent M organ
in the backcourt.
Jeff M organ said wi th his
backcourt the team should have
a more balanced attack than last
year's squad.
"We will have a more balanced te am as far as scoring
goes," Jeff M organ said. "We
have several guys that can really
shoot the ball."
Also returning this season
is freshman standout fo rward
Kevin Brown who was third on
the team in scoring last year in
his first season with the Bisons.
The Hughes, Ark., native averaged 9.6 points and 4.6 rebounds
per game as a true freshman last
season. Brown said alth oug h

Year

Height

62
Jr.
6·3
Fr.
6·0
So.
6·1
Fr.
6·2
So.
5-7
So.
62
Sr.
5 10
6-4
So.
Rf.
6·5
Sr.
6·1
Sr.
6-6
Fr.
6·7
they lost H all to g raduation,
h is new teammates have been
impressive so far.
"The new players have come a
long way, and they all have made
great first impressions," Brown
said. "1hey will be re.tl help fol to
our program and should help us
take it to the next level."
Several newcomers include
transfers Stephen Blake and
Sam Brown. Blake, a transfer
from North Arkansas College,
led his team in scoring with
16.2 points per game last season
while shooting more than 50
percent from the field. Blake,
a graduate of Greenbrier High
School, played in the Arkansas
High School All-Star Game
see BISONS page 2b
Jr.

Stadium food: the good, better and dangerous
BRANDON HIGGINS

The Payoff
Pitch
E

ach time I go to a live
sporting event, I'm
reminded of one of
the things I love most about
sports.
Is it the atmosphere? Sort
0£
Is it the high-quality
athletes right in front of you?
Maybe.
Is it the food that will clog
an artery in just under five
minutes? You bet.
M y love for ballpark food
is so extreme that I sometimes
find myself being more ex-

cited to eat than to watch the
ballgame; in fact, I've become
a connoisseur of sorts when
it comes to field fare. Have a
gander at my guide to stadium
food.
1. Nachos - Get the
nachos whenever possible.
The concept doesn't get much
simpler; it's just chips with
cheese - delicious, orange,
spicy cheese. One might even
refer to said cheese as the
nectar of the gods. The angels
proclaim that it is a sauce
beyond compare.
And don't forget the
jalapenos; however, don't even
think about telling them to go
light on the peppers. It won't
happen.
Have you ever noticed that
they put the peppers on the
nachos with tongs the size of

hedge clippers? It's a two-person job to get those delicious
rings of heat on those plates.
It's like trying to serve soup
with a punch bowl. Mass
portions reign supreme in the
land of the pepper.
2. Beware the h ot chocolate - I know the logic of
getting hot chocolate at a
football game.
"You know what? I could
really use a drink to warm up
my soul. I'll have some hot
chocolate."
You must realize that this
chocolaty drink is notorious
for its power to destroy the
lives of those who consume it.
The stuff is hot. Scorching hot. In order to drink it
without major damage to your
mouth, it's a good idea to
coat your tongue in wax as to

avoid melting your taste buds
beyond repair.
I'm pretty sure the people
who make this stuff at the
stadiums are mixing cocoa
and magma in a fireproof
cauldron.
And you don't even want
to know what will happen if
you spill it on your skin. The
smell of burning flesh will
tickle the nostrils of those
around you.
Drink at your own risk.
3. Bratwursts - The stadium experience isn't complete without the bratwurst.
Departing the field without
consuming one of these is
punishable by death and death
alone.
There are a few things
you're going to want on what
I call a ballpark on a bun. First

of all, you have to have grilled
onions. Ifyou can't handle the
onions, get them anyway. If
the workers prepare the onions correctly, you will be able
to see right through them. I
must give some fair warning,
however. Consuming these
onions will give your breath
enough firepower to stop a
charging rhino.
On the side, you'll need
a cup of the aforementioned
cheese sauce from the nachos.
This container of gold is what
I refer to as a "cup-a-chee. "
You'll take your onion-smothered bratwurst and dip it into
the cup-a-chee. This combo
will never meet its equal. It's
called a "cheebrat," and you'll
never forget its name.
You'll want to consume
cheebrat after ch eebrat, but be

warned that overconsumption
could result in gluttony-induced hyperactive bratcemia,
which is a condition that will
stop the heart of even the
strongest of man. There are
rumors floating around that
this condition once took the
life of a ci rcus elephant, so
one must err on the side of
cautio n.
I hope my guide to stad ium food helps you. H eed
my advice, and you will have
unrivakd experiences with
regard to ballpark grub. Disregard my advice, and you will
peri~h.

BRANDON HIGGINS
serves as the sports edito r
for the 2008-2009 Bison.
He may be contacted a t
bh iggi ns@hardmg.edu
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Bison Notes
GSC Football

Bisons and
L ady Bisons
dominant

GSC Total
W L W L

Delta State ......... 6
North Alabama ... 5
UA·Mont1cello ..... 5
Valdosta State .... 4
Arkansas Tech .... 3
Ouachita Baptist. 3
Henderson State. 3
West Alabama .... 2
Harding .............. 1
Southern Ark ...... 1
West Georgia.... 0

information courtesy of
HU Sports Information and
GSC office
Harding University turned
in a perfect team score and
claimed its eighth Gulf South
Conference Men's Cross
Country Championship
in the past nine years Fri.,
Oct. 24 at Veteran's Park in
Hoover, Ala.
Harding placed six runners
in the top nine including
freshman sensation Daniel Kirwa who blasted the
competition with a time of
24:30, earning both the GSC
Individual Championship and
GSC Freshman of the Year
award. Kirwa claimed three
Runner of the Week laurels
this season and has won all six
of his races this year, earning
the Bisons' ninth consecutive
top individual finish in the
GSC Championship.
Fellow freshman Philip
Biwott finished second with
a time of 25: 12, while 2006
GSC Individual Champion
and 2004 GSC Freshman
of the Year Artur Kern was
third (25:14). Kern's fellow seniors, Julius Kosgei
(25 :45) and James Cheruiyot
(25:53) rounded out the top
five. Cheruiyot is a two- time

0 7 1
1 8 1
1 7 2
2 6
3 4

3
4

3

5

3

3

4

4

4 3

5

5 2 7
5 1 7
6

0
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Schedule/Results
Oct. 25
DSU 21. SAU 3
HSU 29, ATU 21
UAM 46, Harding 43

UWA 48, UWG 10
UNA 41, VSU 23
OBU 47, Southwest Baptist 45
Thursday

UWG at VSU, 7 p.m.

Saturday
All times Central
UWA at OBU, 1 :30 p.m.

ATU "t DSU. 3 p.m.
HU at HSU, 3 p.m.

UAM at UNA. 6 p.m.

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Freshmen Daniel Kirwa (left) and Phillip Biwott run in the Ted Lloyd
Bison Stampede Oct. 11. Kirwa has won all six races this year.
Individual Champion and the

2005 GSC Freshman of the
Year.
The Lady Bisons celebrated their fourth consecutive Gulf South Conference
Women's Cross Country
Championship Oct. 24 in
Hoover as well.
Harding placed five oflO
runners on the All-GSC First

Team, including the top three
finishers.
Junior Esther Komen
turned in the top time of
18:53, earning GSC Individual Medalist honors. Sophomore Rysper Sirma placed
second in 19:04, and freshman Gladys Kimtai \\"J.S third
and earned GSC Freshman of
the Year honors with a time of

19:09 Sirma and Katy Grant
(7th, 19·30) earned FirstTcam honors for the second
straight season and 9th-place
l\.lary Samoei (19:44) also
earned All-GSC honors.
Senior Gosia Drazkowska
earned Second-Team honors,
placing 14th in 20:07.

Up and Adams
Harding University junior
wide receiver Kurt Adams was
named Gulf South Conference Offensive Player of the
Weck on Tuesday. It was Adams' first-ever weekly award

Lady Bisons:

Di gging It

and the second by a Harding
offensive player this season.
Adams, a native of Searcy,
Ark., and graduate of Harding Academy, set career
highs with nine receptions
for 205 yards in Harding's
46-43 loss to ArkansasMonticello on Oct. 25. Ile
had touchdown receptions of
57 and 59 yards.
f lis yardage total was the
10th-highest in Division II
this se;ison and the most by
any receiver last weekend. It
was the fourth-highest receiving yardage total in school
history and the most since
Gerald Payne had 214 receiving yards at Central Arkansas
in 2000.
For the season, Adams has
52 receptions for 995 yards
and 10 touchdowns. He has
five 100-yard receiving games
this season. Adams leads the
GSC and ranks fourth in Division II with 110.6 receiving
yards per game.
Adams and the Bisons
will meet Henderson State
Saturday in Arkadelphia, Ark.
Kickoff at Carpenter-Haygood Stadium is at 3 p.m.

On the Road Again
The Bison football team
will take to the road for its
final two games of the season.
The Bisons are winless on the
road this year.
Harding is 16-25-1 alltime against the Reddies, and
Henderson State holds an
18-4 record against the Bisons

at home.
Last season, the Bisons
fell to the Reddies, 22-19, at
Henderson State.

10,000 Soon?
Harding quarterback
David Knighton can pass
the 10,000-yard mark for his
career Saturday against H enderson State.
1he senior needs 429 passing yards before the season is
over to surpass the 10,000yard barrier. He only needs to
average 214.5 yards per game
over the final two games to
reach that mark.
Knighton is currently
averaging 383 yards per game
through the air this season,
and he has 3,450 passing
yards on the season, passing
his previous :::chool record of
3,198 yards in a season.

More Of The Same
The Harding volleyball
team is quietly having another
productive season under head
coach Keith Giboney.
The Lady Bisons are currently 20-8 overall and 7-2 in
Gulf South Conference play.
Arkansas Tech currently
holds first place in the GSC
West with a 9-0 conference
record and a 29-3 overall mark.
The Lady Bisons have
matches left with Henderson
State and Ouachita Baptist
before heading to the GSC
tournament, which will be
hosted by the winner of the
GSC East.

Transfers, versatility of players add depth

CONTINUED from page 1 b

with 99 blocks. She also averaged
11.8 points per game, good for
second on the team Kirby said Ingle
is still rl'covering from shoulder
surgery that she had at the end of
the last school year.
With the added height, new

players and the position versatility
ofMcMenamyan<l Owens, Kirby
has tl1e luxury of having multiple
options and depth. BLtwceI1 injuries
and other issues last season, the
playing rotation was reduced to
six or seven players towards the
end of the GSC schedule.

Harding will play an exhibition
game against Lipscomb on Nov. 8
in Nashville, Tenn., and will open
the non-conference season Nov.
15 against West Florida.1he Lady
Bisons will not play a home game
in the Rhodes Field House until
Nov. 25 against Central Baptist.

Bisons: Defending conference title will be uphill battle
CONTINUED from page 1 b

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Head coach Keith Giboney looks on as sophomore libero Emily Tate records a dig. Tate has
helped the Lady Bisons to a 20-8 record this season.

along with current Harding
players Kevin Brown and Kirk
Porter
Al•o look for c;enior forward
Brian Howard to be more
involved in the offense this
year. f loward will be a factor in
the Bi sons' inside game, which
welcomes many new faces this
year.Jeff Morgan said How·ard's
game has definitely improved
from last season.
"I le hasn't gotten a lot of
playing time up to this point, but

he is off to a great start this year,"
Jeff Morgan said, "He could be a
big factor in what we do."
The Bisons will look to
repeat as Gulf South Conference champions this season.
However, the GSC's coaches
believe l osing Hall could
leave the Bisons struggling
to qualify for the conference
tournament.
Harding was selected fifth in
the G SC preseason poll only one
year after earning its first-ever
regular season championship.

Ouachita Baptist was picked
to win the West title.
"A lot of people don't think we
have the opportunity to defend
it,"JeffMorgan said. ~It's a new
beginning for us "
So yes, the Matt Hall era at
I larding is officially over. Now a
new one begins. The only question is, how will it begin?
"A conference championship
is a goal we have," Jeff Morgan
said. "We try to give the players
that picture, and I think they are
very hungry to get it."

Holt gives Bisons fresh
look in the backfield
by CHRIS O'DELL
st udent report er
He might be the youngest
player on the field, but Jeremy
Holt is making a huge impact
for t h e Biso ns thi s seaso n .
Holt's stats running th e ball
this year could possibly put
hi m in the running for Gulf
South Conference Freshman
of the Year.
"It's a big h onor," Ho lt
said.
Holt said he recognizes the
honor but gives credit to his line
that protects him every week
and said "th ey make things a
lot easier."
H olt attended D avid Lipscomb Hig h School where he
lead his team to a state C lass
3A championship in 2007. In
his state champio nship season,
he compile d 1 ,656 ru shing

yards on 159 carries, an average of 10.4 yards per carry and
scored 23 touchdowns to earn
Region 5-3A Offensive Most
Valuable Player honors. Holt
was a Tennessee Mr. Football
finalist and was named FirstTeam Class 3A All-State by
the Tennessee Sports Writers
Association and Tennessee
Football Writers Association
as a senior.
"I believe he is one of the
best freshmen we have ever
had, and that he has a chance
to be one of the best backs in
this conference,'' h ead coach
Ronnie Huckeba said.
Huckeba said that Harding
has made a commitment to
emphasize recruiting Christian hig h schools harder, and
through connections with David
Lipscomb High School they
landed H olt.

The coaches at Harding were
attracted ro Holt's average of
more th.in 10 yards per rush in
his high ~chool career, which,
according to Huckeba, "is a
phenomenal stat."
I lolt brings versatility to the
Bison hackficld. 1he 5- foot-9,
180-pound freshman is .l{reat in
the open sp ce and has excellent
abiht1e$ as a receiver.
On Sept. 13 the B1sons
traveled to Bolivar, Mo., to
play Southwest Baptist, where
Holt collected 219 all-purpose yards and a touchdown.
Although the Bisons did not
get the win, they got their first
real glimpse of the talent that
Holt has to offer.
"It's fun to get to look up to
and learn from the older guys
on the team," Holt said, "instead
of being the one who is looked
up to in high school."

photo by CRAIG RAINBOLT I The Bison
Freshman running back Jeremy Holt turns the corner against an Arkansas-Monticello defender during
the homecoming game Oct. 25. Holt is the Bisons' leading rusher this season.
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Clubs run 'Race for the Cure'
By JORDAN BAILEY

student reporter

Waking up early on a Saturday
morning to run in a mass herd
of women through the streets
of Little Rock might not sound
like a bright idea, but for several
Harding students, doing just that
during Race for the Cure is an
annual event.
The 15th Annual Susan G.
Komen Arkansas Race for the
Cure took place in Little Rock
Saturday, Oct. 11. This year's
theme was "This One's for the
Girls," and the course was filled
with girls of all ages.
Several of those girls are
associated with H arding, and
groups from Zeta Rho, Delta
Gamma Rho and the nursing
department participated in
the race.
Men are not allowed to run in
the race, but there is a program
called Three Miles of Men, in
which participants line the streets
along the racecourse to cheer
and encourage runners.
The Komen Race for the
Cure began in Dallas, Texas, 25
years ago, and many races occur

annually in October because
it is National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month.
Allison Evins and Tabitha
Goyne organized the team of
approximately 25 girls for Zeta
Rho.1his year was Evins's third
time to participate in Race for
the Cure and her second time as
a member of the Zeta Rho team.
She initially became involved
with the race because her church
sponsored a group.
Evins is service director for
her social club this semester, and
she said she received significant
interest from members about
participating in Race for the
Cure.
"All of the girls that go love
it, and it is a great way to get
involved with an important
organization and have lots of
fun doing it," Evins said.
According to Evins, there is a
great energy that surrounds the
race, and many girls continue to
participate in this event because
of that energy.
"There is a great vibe as
thousands of women all come
together to participate in such
a large event," Evins said.

"Thousands of men and others
also line the streets yelling and
screaming and waving signs. I
love running the Race for the
Cure because of the atmosphere
and the ex~tement shared by so
many people."
D elta Gamma Rho service
directors Lindsay Walle and Neely
Hewes recruited and sponsored
a team of36 club members and
friends, organizing transportation
to Little Rock. More members
signed up and attended the race
individually.
Last year was the first year
Hewes participated in the Arkansas
Race for the Cure, and she said
she wanted to start a group with
her club members. That plan
was never realized, but she saw
several other Delta Gamma Rho
members at the race.
She said after being elected
service director, she and Walle
decided to sponsor a group because
it was a way for girls to support
a good cause while having fun
and being active.
Participating in either the
SK Run/Walk or the Family
Fun Walk/Run were 45 ,928
women. Hewes said she thinks

"It's for a really great
cause, and it's a lot
offun. I feel like
everyone knows
someone who's been
affected by breast
cancer, and this is one
way we can help fight
against it."
Neely Hewes
DGR service director

it is touching to have such a
large number of people run for
one cause in a city the size of
Little Rock.
"It's for a really great cause,
and it's a lot of fun," Hewes
said. "I feel like everyone knows
someone who's been affected
by breast cancer, and this is
one way we can help fight
against it."
The last day donate is Friday,
Oct. 31, and next year the race
will be held on Saturday, Oct.
17, 2009. For more information
about the race, visit the Web
site at www.komenarkansas.
org/race.

South India concert to be held
Unique instruments, sounds in store during performance, workshop
By ERIC HOLLINGSWORTH

quite a bit different from typical as a representative of the divine.
western music. It is based on The disciple surrenders his or her
the human voice, and, as such, personality to the guru.
Harding's Classical Lyceum its entire range is restricted to
Four members of the group
Series will be hosting South only four octaves.
hail directly from India, while
Instruments often imitate one comes from Maryland. R. K.
India, a five-person south Indian
music group Monday, Nov. 3, at voice performances.They do this Padmanabha specializes in the
7 p.m. in the Administration through the use of"microtones," veena, a stringed instrument
intervals between notes more similar to the lute.
Auditorium.
It has four strings on top
They will be performing precise than the half tones used
of a fretboard with deep frets
their show "Divine Melody in western music.
A framework for melody is specifically designed to incorin Rhythm Fantasies," which
they have performed at various made up of a pattern of notes porate the pitch bending of
universities and other locales called a raga. Each raga is in- the microtones. Three strings
around the world.
dividually defined through its on the side are used for drone
Dr. ClilfGanus, the director number of tones and the pattern and rhythmic effects.
Chandan Kumar specializes
of the Classical Lyceum Series, ofits intervals. The rhythm that
said he got the idea to invite the fits in with the raga of the song in the venu, a bamboo flute associated with the Hindu god
Indian group to perform from is called the tala.
A tala is a rhythmic cycle, Krishna.
Dr. Patricia Cox.
H.K. Narasimhamurthy
While she was in England similar to western measures,
last summer, Cox saw an ad for consisting of repeated cycles of specializes in the violin and
the group at a London subway beats and putting stress on certain is a disciple of maestro Parur
stop. She then forwarded the important notes throughout. A Sundaram. This is basically the
information on to Ganus who tala can go on for as few as three same instrument as in western
contacted Lalitha Swaminathan, or as many as 100 beats before culture; however, it is held difthe wife of one ofthe performers, repeating.
ferently.
who was organizing a tour.
In addition to the tala and
The performer sits with legs
Ganus said the potential value raga, drone instruments play the crossed, resting the end of the
for students, faculty and other same notes constantly throughout neck on the side of the right foot,
community members planning to the piece, typically the tonic and while resting the base on his or
her collar bone or chest.
attend the concert is great.
dominant pitches.
"It's entertaining," Ganus said.
Indian musicians place a high
"It's enlightening. We are citizens spiritual value on their music.
of a society that is increasingly The text of south Indian songs
involved with other parts of the shows this religious association.
world. It's a further introduction Students of music, disciples,
study for years under their
to an important culture."
Indian music tends to sound master, or guru, who is viewed
assitant copy editor

Dr. P.K. Swaminathan specializes in the mrudangam, a
two-headed hand drum with
different size heads; the kanjira, a
frame drum; and konnakkol, the
vocalization ofdrum syllables. He
is a senior disciple ofmrudangam
maestro Sri Umayalpuram K.
Sivaraman.
V.S. Ramesh specializes in the
ghatam, a clay pot with a hole in
one end (used to change pitch),
and the morsing, a jew's harp.
The Classical Lyceum Series
brings a number of different
concerts and presentations to
the campus each year, according
to Ganus.
This year, in addition to the
Indian performers, the series is
hosting three different piano
concerts, one featuring Mac
Frampton, a Tchaikovsky Competition award winner; one with
Joel Fan, a pianist who worked
with Yo-Yo Ma; and one with a
Russian pianist who now teaches
at the University of Arkansas.
There will also be a workshop
with the Indian performers Nov.
4. For more information, contact
the music department office.
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Darkroom in

Reynolds now
speech lab
No need to develop film in

age of digital photography
By MICHAEL BROOKER
student reporter

After years of students
developing their own film in
the Reynold's darkroom, the
lights have permanently been
turned on. In order to make
room for the Department of
Communication Sciences and
Disorders'graduate program,
the old photo lab has been
removed.
"Three years ago, we
knew a wet darkroom was
on its way out," Dr. Mike
James, Dean of the College of Communication,
said. "I still had a dream of
keeping one room, but as
digital darkrooms became
prevalent, it was impractical
to keep one."
To keep with the current
trends, the college researched
ways to convert the lab into
a digital one. They even drew
up plans for what it would
be like. However, the current
space would not be big enough
for the equipment, and that
equipment was also very expensive. These complications
arrested development.
While the digital plans
diminished, the Communication Disorders program
flourished. Room was in short
supply for the program.
"We had 40 students trying
to use the same little workroom in the speech clinic,"
Dr. Beckie Weaver, COM-D
Department chair, said. "The
pressing need was for both
space and equipment for our
speech science lab."
A speech lab was also
needed in order for the new
graduate program to. meet
accreditation.
"1his spot was available,
that spot was needed; it was
a good fit,"James said. "I have
no interest in using a wet
darkroom anymore. We've
moved on."
The new lab received

Shoetique

Maurices

approval, and steps were
taken to strip the old room.
Equipment was given away
to anyone interested. Some
items proved more difficult
than others to get rid of.
One sink sat outside of the
Reynolds for more than a
week without an owner.
"It's a relic," James said.
"I can't give it away."
The speech lab will
hopefully be usable after
Thanksgiving, but it will
definitely be operational for
spring classes.
"There will be ample
room for students to prepare
clinical reports," Weaver
said. "[The lab's] purpose is
to train students in how to
use the digital instrumentation that's needed to make
detailed vu ice analysis."
Though most classes will
use the lab, it is primarily for
the master's program. The
master's program started this
semester with 14 :;h.idents as
the class of 2010.
As for rurrent photography
classes, the curriculum has
already been adapted to the
dark room's absence. What
once occupied a great deal
of time in the course is now
covered in a day under "History of Photography."
Though a full-fledged
digital darkroom has not been
developed, a compromise was
met by using the upstairs lab
in room 229 as an all-purpose
digital lab for video, audio
and photography. The college
is looking into making it an
Apple Authorized Training
Center for Apple programs.
Any change will cater mostly
to advanced communication
students.
"Having a digital photo
lab was not the most pressing
need,"Weaver said. "It was
not something they needed
immediately, but it is defini•ely something they'd like
to have in the future."
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By AMANDA PRUITT

Harding Squirrels

The Bison

Bizarre festival,

Culture Shock
surprises student
Odd characters dominate
Little Rock's Metroplex
By LUKE JONES
student reporter

The Bison Crossword

.

Across
1
5
9
12
13
15
17

Bridge
Singer McEntire
C hapeau
Jacob's son
Finals
Islands (Fr.)
Master copy
(Abbr.)
18 Weight unit
19
mia!
20 Fantasy
23 Civil wrong
24 Car of yore
25 Body covering
27 Watering hole
30
de menthe
34 Stroke
36 Hamlin cartoon
character
38 Playwright
Burrows
39 Cries of
excitement
41 Before Paulo or
Tome
42 Forest inhabitant
44 Father & son
actors John &
Sean
46 Squ irrel away
47 Before (Prefix)
49 Charged particles
50 Intelligence
group inits.
52 Information
54 Windows, for
one
62 Old casino
game
63 Attempts
64 Hack
65 Move, as a
stream

Copyright ~2008 PuzzleJunclion.com

66
67
68
69
70

Mother-of-pearl
Ireland
Sharp curve
Aerie
Value

»mm
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

U nhurried
Persian spirit
Bird (Lat.)
Lingerie
Happen again
Exhilarates
Football 's Starr
Oriental
handmaiden
9 Amer. hardwood
tree

10
11
14
16
21
22
25
26
28
29
31
32
33
34
35

Jai
Slender gull
Mix
Droop
Early blooming
shrub
Requisite
Ritual
Amphitheater
Essay
Actress
MacGraw
F luorescent dye
Expressions of
discomfort
Verse form
Dental
appliances
Title

37 Pastureland
40 Liveliness
43 Real estate
agreements
45 Kitchen
appliance
48 Lawn tools
51 Memo abbr.
53 Resource
54 Disconnected
55 Wan
56 God of love
57 Persia
58 Gracious
59 E. Ireland
village
60 Egress
61 Explosive
device

body is covered entirely in
blue puzzle-piece tattoos.
Two tiny bumps protrude
Folks fervent about Halfrom his forehead; this,
loween and the generally
combined with his sharpened
unusual might be disappointgoatee, lends to a truly devilish appearance.
ed they missed one of Little
Rock's most bizarre festivals
The Enigma performed
this past weekend. Situated in a zombie-themed wedcfing
and around the Clear Chanat the convention on Friday
nel Mecroplex just outside of
evening; he has also appeared
Little Rock, the event, called
on an episode of the X-Files.
Though the world of
"Little Rock Culture Shock,"
was exactly chat: shocking.
tattoos ended up being the
A standard horror conlargest percentage of attendees
vention in previous years,
at Culture Shock, numerchis year it transformed into
ous other groups threw their
weight around in the dealer
something more exotic,
room.
drawing out just about every
Creators of amateur horfringe group in central Arkanror films and comic books
sas. Starting at 9 a.m. on Saturday, the parking lot outside
attempted to sell their
creations; unusual motorthe Metroplex was filled with
cycles, complete wich ghoul
colorful tents as the site of a
chili cook-off between police
and skeleton riders, fllled the
and firemen of the area.
rear area; the owners of the
While the fumes of beans,
Fear Asylum Haunted House
in Jacksonville constructed a
tomatoes and beef entered
pitch-black "haunted maze;"
the noses of passers-by, the
Kapow comics from Shersounds of revving engines
congested the air: a fencedwood was represented by a
off section of the parking lot
booth boasting a 1939 Bathosted a massive gathering of
man comic with a five-figure
bikers. For $10, viewers could price tag; three representatives from the 50 I st Legion
cheer on the bikers as they
cheated gravity in numer(dressed as a Stormcrooper, a
ous insurance-defying ways,
Scout Trooper and Darth Vadancing walzes on the burntder, respectively) showed up;
rubber encrusted dance floor
the Arkansas Paranormal Inwith the screaming bikes for
vestigators gave listeners tips
partners.
on hunting spirits; even Kane
At noon, the doors of the
Hodder, one of the many
Metroplex opened for the
actors who portrayed Jason
main show. Inside the dealer
Voorhees (and best man at
room, power metal rifts atthe Friday zombie wedding),
tempted to drown out the
and the queen of Halloween
buzzing of dozens of tattoo
herself, Elvira, made appearpens, while denizens of the
ances signing autographs.
Between all of the above,
ink underworld scrolled about,
some forgetting that a bare
several live bands {featuring
back covered in colorful imThrice, Egypt Central and
agery does not make a fitting
Ashes Divide), carnival food
upper body garment. Others
and one of the strangest atmoscrolled about in Renaissance
spheres ever experienced in a
single convention, Little Rock
Fair garb, clashing radiCulture Shock was an experically with those sporting goth
leather, spider-web fishnets
ence difficult to summarize in
and rainbows of dreadlocks.
a single sentence. But if it had
Foremost among these was the to be, it might be described as
famous freak known only as
"the one place your parents
"The Enigma," a man whose
never wanted you co go."

Clothing of Zambian students sets chapel tone
By LUCAS NOSSAMAN

student reporter

Consider, in these casual
times, students wearing colJared shirts, tics and slacks to
chapel. Yes, we know such
dress is uncomfortable and also
noc required by Harding rules.
Bue there is much to learn
from students who manage
formal dress for the morning
assembly, as is the case for most
at George Benson C hristian
College in Kalomo, Zambia.
First and foremost, Amcrican students participating in
H arding's overseas program
in Zambia noticed chat such
formality promotes respect.
C hapel rivals a Sunday church
service in terms of concentration. Once the speaker begins
his message, a hush descends
for listening purposes, not for
nap time.
In all fairness, we can't
directly correlate clothing with

" In general, those

leading chapel must
follow the understood
pattern. It's more
conservative than my
church back home, but
that's okay."
Mudenda Siamungwaka
second year student

reverence. But here, "dress for
your best" seems fitting, and
actually, Zambians see it this
way - you bring glory to God
through your accire. According
co African culture, your best
outfit is a medium of praise.
Chapel is, consequently, another opportunity for Zambians attending George Benson
College to follow respectful
worship practices.
"The difference in morality
[at colleges without chapel]
is very apparent," second year

Nee~ your account balance on the go?

Check real-time
bank balances on
your web enabled
cell phone at
liberty2go.com.

student Mwaanga Allan said.
"We are strengthened and become more aware [of God]."
Similarly, the formality
fosters a willingness to lead.
Conducted entirely by student
volunteers, the service requires
efficient management as set
forth by the chairman who
announces the order - usually
a prayer, two songs, a message
and announcements.
"In general, those leading
chapel muse follow the underscood pattern," second year
student Mudenda Siamungwala said. "It's more conservative
than my church back home,
but that's okay."
Once again, there's no proof
of a parallel between formality
and leadership. Yet Zambians
rake initiative with genuine
eagerness and are raken seriously
by the audience. They value
leadership experience maybe because of this: each student, when
applying co George Benson, is

assessed for his or her willingness
to be placed in areas where the
church is weak or nonexistent
and uses the time ac the college
to develop the necessary skills co
work in those areas.
Other formalities besides
dress exist as well. For example,
instead of sitting on wellcushioned seats, students are
forced upright by stiff wooden
benches.
"These benches, aside from
being hard, arc often arranged
close together," Harding sophomore Heather Watkins said.
"There isn't a huge amount of
,,
leg room most of the time.
The wooden benches might
portray the attitude of George
Benson students that chapel
and other religious meetings
aren't for comfortable entertainment but for organized
reverence. Though graduates
are guaranteed teaching jobs
by the government in either
math or English subjects, more

importantly, they are prepared
to be involved in the church.
Another thing about the
seating arrangement: Backrowing isn't an option. In part
because the college consists of
only about 300 students, all
students sit as close to the front
as possible - not in scattered
groups but together, even right
next co strangers.
"It's unusual; the students
sit very close to each other,"
Watkins said.
Whatever the reason, Harding students said they believe
che grouping nurtures community, especially noting the
welcoming friendship of the
Zambians. Chapel service provides Harding students chances
to meet new people - often
enough, the ones sitting right
beside them. These sometimes
random introductions can
translate into friendships.
"I look forward co seeing
my friends ac chapel, buc I

guess I enjoy that at Harding,
coo," sophomore Alex Freeman
said. "It's just that everyone is a
new face here."
Even while developing
friendships and learning
common cultural behaviors,
Harding students at George
Benson chapel still spore the
classic jeans, T-shirts and
Chacos combination. This is
probably because it's Zambia's
dry season, which means
scorching heat with no relief
in the near forecast. Open toes
and short sleeves provide slight
ventilation. On Wednesdays,
however, Harding students lead
the service dressed accordingly,
and they can't help but admire
those who follow formal dress
everyday - at least for their
courage. Afrcr a half-hour in
a shire and tie, expect to be
sweating, but you can also expccc perhaps a bic more respect,
leadership and community to
emerge.
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Festival embraces nature, music, unique people
By MEREDITH GRAVAlTE
student reporter

•

It was a brisk autumn
morning blessed with brilliant
rays of sunshine. We arrived
to the scene of backed up
vehicles venturing into the
h eart of Mountain View, Ark..
Parking was hard to find, but
we managed to locate a grassy
lot, for a minimal charge of
SS. I gathered my camera and
purse, then began to promenade with the beat of musical
folk poetry. I made my way
through crowded parking lots
to find a crowded main street,
infested by various vendors
and curious people.
Saturday, Oct. 25, Mountain View, Ark., hosted its
26th annual Arkansas Bean
Fest and Outhouse Race. The
festivities began Thursday
with a dog show and continued with planned concerts
until Saturday at 2 p.m.
The vendors promoted
their products and asked if
they could show you their
"very nice" pottery or "very
pretty" jewelry. I just smiled
and waved; some items were
worth stopping for, like impressive woodcrafts and fair-

photo submitted by MEREDITH GRAVATIE
A woman strums a song on her acoustic guitar during the 26th annual Arkansas Bean Fest and Outhouse
Race, which took place on Saturday, Oct. 25 in Mountain View, Ark.

trade jewelry or bags. Overall,
there was a good selection of
photography and paintings
and a plethora of crafts and
fine cloth bags and clothes. To
say the least, each individual
tent selling goods had unique
knickknacks.and interesting
products.
The stores along Main
Street were all open and busy:
some sold sweet coffee; others
sold antiques. There were boutiques selling tangible treats

and fancily sewn garments of
casual attire. The restaurants
were dishing out breakfast
and preparing for lunch. A
good place to grab a bite to
eat and a thirst-quenching
phosphate was called the
Pharmacy, located on a corner
off Main Street.
The beans were tasty, and a
lot of people felt the same way:
crowds built from about 9 a.m.
until noon, when the whistle
blew and the beans flew into

people's mouths. Around 12:27
p.m., almost everyone found a
convenient outhouse and took
care of business. Around 1:40
p.m., a parade was held down
Main Street. I saw a jolly,
bearded, pleasantly plump man
seated on a toilet attached to
a trailer bed-time for the
outhouse races. The people
flocked to the designated area
and laughed at the folly of
these rac es. The crowds began
to disintegrate around 2 p.m.,

Sudoku ·

Graban stirs sundry souls via voice
By SAM HOLSCHBACH
features editor

Their souls still stirring
from the vocals of Frank
Sinatra or E lvis, few of today's
grandmas would dare venture
into their teenage granddaughter's musical world
encompassing the electric,
eclectic vibes of bubble gum
pop. With rolling eyes, the
granddaughter would perhaps devote only a passing
glance to Grandma's favorite
crooners, who are now gracing
history books.It would seem
absurd, then, for a grandmagranddaughter duo to melt
with gusto at the sight and
sound of the same singer, and
yet this is entirely feasible
at a Josh Groban concert, a
gathering of "Grobanites," as
the fans are called, to enjoy
the 27-year-old's rich baritone
voice, a voice transcending age
gaps and the status quo.
Discovered in an unlikely
source, a seventh grader's gangly body, Groban's potent, remarkably deep voice, abounding with professionalism, was
unveiled when Groban joined
a vocal class merely to connect
more deeply with his peers.
Blowing his vocal teacher
away, Groban's voice also
blasted his reputation: "When
you're in the seventh grade
and everybody's listening to
rap, it's not the coolest thing
to discover you have a voice
like: mine," Groban said.
Thankfully, to the ultimate
delight of millions of Grobanites, the youthful Groban
chose to embrace, not resent,
his voice. As such, he entered
the Los Angeles County
High School for the Arts,
where he honed his singing
and acting skills in school
plays with a prospective performing arts career in mind.
Even before he graduated,
stardom settled in abruptly,
perhaps too swiftly for Groban's nerves. Groban's thenvoice coach, Seth Riggs, sent
recordings of Groban's voice

to David Foster, a renowned
Grammy-winning record
producer, who was mystified
by the young singer's ethereal
voice, transcending the tenor
range on the low end and, on
the opposite end, surpassing the limits of a normal
baritone voice. As one who
indulges in a daily fix of
Grobanite bliss via my iPod, I
can attest that Groban's bold
voice climbs the musical scale
fluidly, rising and descending
extensively as though his voice
were an eagle gracefully riding
the wind, filling my ears with
a pleasing, deep richness akin
to chocolate on the tongue.
When famed opera star
Andrea Bocelli could not
rehearse with Celine Dion
in time for a 1999 Grammy
Awards performance, Foster
turned to Groban to temporarily fill Bocelli's shoes,
arguably filling not only his
shoes but his whole wardrobe,
which to date was complete
with 28 albums, performances
at such places as Lhe Egyptian
Pyramids and the Vatican,
a Guinness World Record
concerning his career and
more. With only a few hours
of suffocating pressure to accept or decline Foster's offer,
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•

Groban stifled his fears, and
after initially declining the offer, he courageously accepted
this momentous opportunity,
launching his career to unforeseen heights. Dubbed the
"Baby Baritone" by many and
described as "not unlike the
male Celine Dion'' by Foster
after the successful Grammy
performance, Groban thereafter started working on his first
CD and, in the manner of
Bocelli, began fleshing out his
own wardrobe of fame.
But fame has not tarnished
Groban's boyish image of
innocence and humility as he
has embarked on his musical
career. Finding appeal with
fans who delight in his warm
heart and ability to touch lives
with love, Groban has directed his talent toward those in
need, appearing in a number
of charity performances and
establishing the Josh Groban
Foundation, which benefits
poor children. Penetrating
the same vein that pulsates
near Groban's heart, Grobanites decided to raise S27,000
in donations for the Josh
Groban Foundation, honoring
his 27th birthday. When the
donation eventually exceeded
$44,000, Groban, true to his

nature, declared his fan's commitment to kindness as "the
best birthday present ever."
Perhaps for Grobanites,
though, the greatest present
they could ever receive from
their beloved baritone would
be one of his live performances, which dabble in a dazzling
array of genres, encompassing
Gospel-inspired spirituals,
African ditties, romantic
ballads and songs that could
easily be incorporated into
an action-packed movie like
"Indiana Jones." On top of
this spectrumof song, potentially appealing to nearly
everyone, Groban also sings
a number of songs in Italian,
French and Spanish. In such
a performance of plenty, it is
here that Groban's female fans
bask, absorbing the presence
of their curly- haired, darkfeatured crooner belting out
songs with angelic quality and
scarcely a hint of pride, save
for the pride he feels for his
fans and the music they both
adore.
Groban's humility
- despite his accomplished,
decidedly vigorous voice
- has led some moved
women to declare that only
Jesus has touched them more
deeply. I, too, fall within this
category as one impressed
by Groban's soul, which
translated into philanthropic
actions that match his
righteous voice. Even when
Groban sings in a language
his fans can't understand,
some, whose hair stands on
end from the experience,
testify that their souls have
still been penetrated by his
language of humanity.
While Groban sings the
language of humanity as far
as the female sect is concerned, it may take a while
for the grandpa-grandson
duos to enter the arenas. But
given the heights a nd hearts
that this extraordinary voice
in a young body has reached,
it is certainly within Groban's
grasp.

it that was long enough for him
to stand while holding it. Yes, it
worked and complimented the
violin and banjos that played in
harmony with it. Another man,
about 70 years old, played the
accordion to his wife, who was
perched in a lawn chair. She
gazed at him like he was her
"rock-star" folk knight in shining armor. There was another
gazebo filled with merry music
makers: a pair of grandparents,
their granddaughter and (I
assume) a father and mother.
They played away in the joy
of being together and sharing
a blessing: the gift of playing
music and projecting it from
their souls.
This even t is worth the
two-hour drive. If you love the
outdoors, music and peaceful
and peculiar people, then you
need to visit M ountain View.
Bean Fest has already come
and gone, but Mountain View
is always there to welcome
visitors via locals practicing
their music on M ain Street.
Mark your calendar for next
year, though the dates are subject to change, and fly away
to Bean Fest, because this is a
place where joy doesn't seem
to end.

only contributing to further
enjoyment of the fantastic
folk music.
Now, the music was swell.
Words can barely begin to tell
the stories told by these people
with holes in their souls, and
the way they molded their souls
into spectacular songs. The old
and the young, the men and
women alike all played together.
Different people played unique
tunes that melded together in
unison because of a common
love for music. Every corner
was filled with clusters of
people playing their melodies
and, in doing so, speaking of
music's longevity. It was beautiful to walk a quarter of a mile
and listen to different chords
expressing the players' moods
and the singers' preludes which
seemed to proceed from their
hearts. It was expressed so
jubilantly, and yet some songs
were full of sorrow. I loved the
variety of bluegrass, folk and
country-jazz.
There was an old man
wearing blue-jean overalls and
a straw farmer's hat. He had a
silver bucket flipped over with
the bottom side up and a hole
drilled in the middle of it; he
had put a rubber string through
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